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A Weekend of.Protests for Howard, District
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Thousands Rally at Capital to Protest
Inauguration of Nations 43rd President

Despite Stitdent Sit-In, Tuition Increase
Measure Passes Board of Trustees

By EuAs ADM \SSU
Hilltop Staff Wruer

By Joi c. RmLEY
Hilltop Srnff Writer

Thousands of people convened on the nation's mall
on Saturday January 2()1h for the inauguration of
George W. Bush. After weeks of recounts, hearings.
and deliberation. the day had finally come. And while
this was the momentous occasion Bush and his sup•
porters had been waiting for. protestors marched onro
Pennsylvania Ave to voice their oulr.lge.
The Black Alliance Against The Bush Agenda, The
New Black Panther Par1y For Self Defense, The American Indian Mo,-ement as well as other organizations
sponsored the demonstration. Dubbed the "Day of
Outrage", the rally assembled at 11 ·o clock :u 14'h St.
and U St. to march onto Pennsylvania Ave. and protest
the swearing in of Bush. Other groups and individuals from all around the country soon joined the diverse

group of demonstrators yielding pickets and banners.
The sen1imen1 was one of distrust for Bush and disappointment in the election process.
While disagreement und pro1es1 are nothing new in
elec1ions, the close race, accusations of ballot stuffing and, highly contested recounts in Florida by Bush's
opponenl, Al Gore, made this inauguration particularly
heated. Yielding pickets and banners, pro1estors from
all around the country voiced their dissatisfaction
with the election ou1come. Others voiced distrust of
the election process ilself. "Sold: Again" read one banner, alluding 10 feelings that the election process is
more about money 1han democratic procedures. Thousa.nds filled 1he s1rce1s chanting slogans and handing
ou1 pamphlets and propaganda.
Asked why they came 10 1he march, some pro1es1ors said they had ''strong disagreements with Bush's
Please See PARADE, A7

'Politically Incorrect' To
Tape Black History Shows
At Howard University

Towers Residents May Get Cable as
Early as August Officials Say
By BRAKKTON B OOKER
Hilltop Staff Writer

By J ASON T. S~IITII
Editor-in-Chief
"Politically Incorrect with Bill Maher," the bit
television show known for its sharp comme111ary and
celebrity guests, will be on campus next month 10 tape
JO shows dedicated 10 politics and Black History
Month.
The series of shows will be taped in Cramton Auditorium from Feb. 5-9. with three days dedicated to
Howard University students. On Feb. 6, 8, and 9. show
producers said they are putting together celebrity panels 1ba1 will appeal especially 10 Howard students.
Celebrity guests 1hat are confirmed to appear during the week include Marlin Luther King, Ul; Queen
Latifah; Jah Rule; Shaggy; U.S. Reprcsen1a1ive Harold
Ford, Jr.; comedian Tommie Davidson; and LI. Gov. Joe
Rogers of Colorado.
''This should be a really exciting week," said Sheila
Griffiths, supervising producer for the show. "Being
that African Americans don't have a 101 of oulle1s on
television to be seen and heard, we thought this would
be an interes1ing way to celebrate black history."
Crews will film 1,vo shows per day from Monday
through Friday. Producers are hoping that Howard srudenls pack the auditorium for the three tapings geared
especially 10 l11em, Griffiths said. Tickets for the shows
can be picked up al the Cram1on Box Office, and stu-

Student emo1io11S soared last Friday afternoon as
more than 200 students protested the proposed tui1ion
increase for undergraduate 1ui1ion and fees in the Administration building.
The protest which began shortly after 12 noon on the
first floor of the A building las1ed nearly six hours and
went from the building's first floor 10 the second and
back down 10 first where it concluded.
In the end, the Board ofTrus1ees, who were mce1ing
on the fourth floor of the building, passed the measure
to increase tuition 3.5 percent and inc1ease student fees
across the board. The final vote left three Trustees who
were against the incrca.se in the minority of the other voters. Although the measure was ,uccessfully passed. s1udcn1s were not at a 101al loss. University Presidem H.

Stud•nlS
can pkk up
UcktlS.. likt lhe one
abo,e, from Cr.union Box
office.

dents must reserve their seat by calling the reservation
phone number listed on each ticket.
The show's host Bill Maher, known for his "razor wi1
and acid tongue:• said there was no second guessing
of where the February "sweeps weeks" shows would
be !aped.
"Being 1ha1 February will be Black History nionib.
I can't think of a more appropriate place 1han Howard
Uni,•ersity 10 rnpe the show," Maher said in an inter•
view wilh The Hilltop earlier this week.
Each night on ABC, Maher moderates a panel of four
celebrity guests candidly discussing every1hing from
Please See SHOW, A7

Patrick Swygert did. however, "pledge" 10 freeze under•
gradua1e 1uit1on for the 200'.?·2003 academic year,
according to Undergraduate Trus1ee Charles Coleman.
Coleman fell 1hn1 the presence of the s1uden1 body
definitely had an effect on the Board of Trustees. "It's
a big s1n1emenr," he said.
•,..
Led by Coleman, who vowed 10 figh1 "tooth and nail
agains1 the increase," and Howard Universi1y Student
Association (HUSA) Prc,iden1 Sellnno Simmons. slu•
dents galhered throughout 1he University's administra•
tion building ,n a peaceful sit-in. that was laced with
humor. cLmcing 10 African drums and singing. Some students par1icipa1ed in 1he demonstration in between
classes, others just chose not to auend.
Leaders repeatedly chanted. "Students united shall
never be defeated" while some sang the Alma Mnter in
the face off between stud~nt activists aud ndminislr.l•
Please See 1'UITION, A7

While many residents of the Howard Plaza Towers were
skeptical of how effective senior Afi Bell's door-10.<Joor
pe1i1ion for cable would be. many are now singing her
praises as officials now report tha1 the Towers may have
cable as early as next semester.
In a Tuesday meeting held between Bell's pe1i1ion commiuee and the Towers property managemen11cam, Towers Property Manager Larry A. Frelow said that "the Towers will be gening cable." Frelow went on to say 1ha1 i1
could be hooked up as early as August.
Frelow said that due to the "large populalion in the Towers thal are asking for cable" he "didn'1 see why [Towers
residents] couldn't have it" if the cable suppliers and 1he
University administration could agree on a reasonable
cost.
Two weeks ago, Bell walked from door to door in the
Towers to get signatures for a petition to ins1all cable. Bell,
a senior international finance major. said she was inspired
to ,1art the petilion after being forced 10 walk to Cook Hall
just 10 view a Los Angeles Lakers baske1ball game that
aired on cable. Her quest for cable yielded 593 signamres,
a front page s10ry in The Hilltop ("The Crusade for
Cable." Al, 1/19/01) and ultimately a meeling with
Frelow.
Although the final decision 10 put cable in the Towers
does not rest with Frelow, bu1 with President H. Patrick

Swygert and Vice Presidcn1 ofSmden1 Affairs Raymond
Archer. Frelow has done 1he majority of the footwork 10
obtain proposals from different cable companies.
A proposal delivered to Frelow·s office on Monday put
the monthly co~1 of basic service charged 10 each room
at $5.50. The most expensive monthly package outlined
in the plan was $ 12.50 and includes HBO. However,
Frelow said he is still shopping for lower prices.
"fhis was the lowc,1 offer I've received," said Frelow,
declining to disclose the name of 1he cable company that
Plet1se See CABLE, A7
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Spotlight On the Undergraduatf! Student Assembly

!

By M,\l(EBRA ANDERSON
Hilhop S1affWri1er

!
'II

"UGSA is lhe group that was protesting in
front of1hc 'A' building last week," freshman Shannon Reid explains while walking
to Blackbum with a group of her friends.
Reid, like mos1 s1udcn1s, knew very linlc
about UGSA and whal they really do.
UGSA is responsible for many of1he programs 1hn1 take place in the Blackbum Center along with other locations around
Howard's campus.
UGSA, unlike HUSA, is not poli1ically
based. They do not deal with the controversial issues 1ha1 HUSA is known fortackling. lns1ead. the Undergradua1e S1udent
Assembly is a student organization geared
1oward providing student support, services,
and encouraging school spirit.
Some of the programs sponsored by
UGSA include Verbal Annageddon, guest
speakers, Laser Tag, panics, elc. You can
also find UGSA passing out goodie bags

extent 10 ensure 1hat 1he Howard
during finals week 10
This
is
the
first
installexperience is one of good qualkeep students motivated during 1his ment i11 a series of Hill- ity.
top reports 011 student
UGSA consis1s of an executive
s1ressful time.
gover11111e11t
"We are here to
board and two s1ude111 represenorga11izatio11s.
provide enterta intatives from each school. It is
the job of the representatives 10
men1, 10 give studcntS
Next ll"eek: HUSA
express any concerns and probsomething to do and
provide support,"
lems students arc having within
their specific schools. Undersaid Annond Mosley,
gradualc studcut representative
UGSA staff member.
Not only does UGSA provide entenain- posi1ions arc voted on wi1hin their respectmen1 for Friday nights, bu1 1hey also han- ed schools anp all execu1ive board positions
dle many of the s1udent grievances. If you are elected amongs1 the UGSA Reps. at
ever have a problem with a professor or fac- their first General Body meeting.
The studenl activi1ies fee 1ha1 you pay is
ulty member, one may stop by the UGSA
allocated
toward the differcn1 schools.
office and bring it 10 their auention. The
grievance coordinator will then address the HUSA. and UGSA. Take advantage of
problem and ensure 1hat it is handled cor- your money by participa1ing and getting
rectly. UGSA is committed to the needs of involved wi1h 1he difTercn1 studcn1 govemHoward's s1uden1s and will go the fulles1 men1 groups. Come ou1 and enjoy the pro-

I

grams that are put on by 1he Undergradua1e;
Studenl Assembly. As a paying s1udent al :
Howard University ii is imponant 1ha1 you:
know where your money is going and 1ha1 :
you feel your money is being put to good;
use.
,
UGSA said 1hey are looking for 1he fresh;
new ideas of Howard Universi1y s1udents :
every day. If there is a specific someone thal;
you would love 10 hear speak on Howard :
University's campus or if 1hcre is a panic- ;
ular program tha1 you know studentS would;
enjoy, drop by 1he UGSA office located in:
1hc Blackbum Cenler (Sui1e I08) and give:
1hem your ideas. Ideas mus1 be written in:
1hc fonn of a proposal 10 be taken serious-;
ly; however, UGSA s1afT members ensure;
lhat all ideas wi ll be reviewed and 1aken mto'I
considera1ion. You can also visi1 the UGSA:
websi1c at"" w,hm,ards<lu ug,a f~raddi-'
'
tional infom1a1ion.

"Freestyle Fridays'' to Kick-OITToday In Punchout
The sound of 1urntable scm1ches and lyrical freestyle banles will return to Blackburn's ,
Punchout today at noon by popular demand.
1
The UGSA sponsored, "Freestyle Fridays"- a open microphone session where stu:
dents can rap, recite poems. and basical ly say anything on their minds, aims to bring the i
entertainment elemenl back to the Punchout, said UGSA Coordina1or Khalfani Walker. I
"It will give s1uden1s a chance 10 express themselves crea1ively and express them>eh-es :
in a open forum,"' Walker said. "If you feel like talking about something you can go on
the s1age and express yourself."
,
The bi-weekly evenl will provide students with a new outlet for hip-hop. Since Verbal :
Armageddon's finale in December left srudents anxiously awai1ing more from Howard's :
hip-hop emcees. Now students will an outlet for hip-hop entertainmen1, Walker said.
:
"Since Armageddon's concluded for the year. s1udent have been wan1ing more enler•
taining events:· he said. "Now. Frees1yle Fridays will service 1heir desires."
I
"I'm looking forward 10 hearing what some of Howard's most ialcnted emcees has to I
offer.'' said sophomore advertising major, Allen Wing. "Fridays should be very exciting II
in the Punchou1."
'I
-Simone C Bridges;

•
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Verbal Armageddon To Return in Foll

Pho10 By Dana Bingham

HUSA Vice President Nikkole Salter(!) and student Olu
Burrell (r) lead students during the Administration building protest against the tuition increase Friday.

Chicago Pastor Urges
Crowd to 'Stand Up
and Walk'
By CRYSTAL R. Pl'.NN
Hilhop Stall"Wri1er
Or. Jeremiah A. Wright. senior pas1or of Trinity Uniled Church of
Christ in Chicago, IL. urged parishioners Sunday at Cramlon 10 iakc
more ini1ia1ive in their lives.
"Al1hough 1here will be obstacles gelling in your way hindering you
from accomplishing your goals," Wright said. ··You will have 10 overcome them and proceed wi1h your dreams.''
More than a 1housand people squeezed into the auditorium 10 hear
the renowned pas1or deliver his message of "Stand Up and Walk."
"I know George W. is in the White House, but in the name of Jesus
stand up and walk," Wrigh1 said. "Only those who can"t work can make
a living begging, but not those 1hat won't work." Wright was urging
everyone to go out and make something out of themselves and not to
wait for someone to give it 10 them.
"If crack cocaine don't get you. then criminal justice is going to get
you," he said. "If the prisons don't get you, then poveny will. If poverty don't get you, then 1he poor schools wi ll get you."
Wright said society has been pinned against black men therefore ·•
we as a black community need to ge1 up and do something for ourselves."S1udents said they felt moved by Wrighl's message. "The Lord
used His servant Wright 10 bring forth an inspirational and encouraging speech." said senior broadcast journalism major Kyncesha Dew.
"People fear what 1hey don't unders1and and usually when they don't
undersiand they resort to assumptions. which are usually false,'' said
anthropology major Kevin Murphy. Murphy said that most people never
really hear 1hc 1ru1h and when they do it is usuaJJy spoken indirec1ly.
Dr. Jeremiah A. Wright, Jr. is the Senior Pastor of 1he Trinity United Church ofChris1. in Chicago. Trini1y Uni1ed is 1he largest and fas1est
growing church in the Uniled Church of Christ. Wrigh1 received his
BA and MA from Howard. He is also a gradua1e of the University of
Chicago Oivini1y School where he received ano1her MA. Wright is
presently a member of 1he board of directors for the Black Theology
Project. He is also 1he au1hor of several publications and has au1hored
and composed two gospel songs.
'(

t
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For students who have been looking forward to hearing Howard •, up and coming
emcees go head to head at ihe Verbal Armageddon, they will have to wait until tbc fall.
event organizers said.
Verbal Armageddon's head coordinator senior Iman Kennerly said the event was
intended to be "an annual event. not a random event." It is 10 be held every fall semester
at Howard .. he said. Kennedy has aspirations that i1 will become a tradition ai Howard.
and does not want to "overkill the concept."
Armageddon was es1ablished in the fall of 1998. ••Jt was cool becau,e everybody who
was inlo hip-hop supported i1." said co-coordinator Nelson Bennett. The '"hip-hop
heads" helped spread the word: 1hey jus1 came ou1 10 see a good hip-hop show." He also
shared thal ii was hard to get the even1 in places like Blackburn Center. therefore. the
1998 finals were held in Drew Hall's lounge. Thai year. nbout 400 people were present
for all three rounds. Since then. campus par1icipa1ion bas increased grea1Jy. Over 1,000
people attended 2000's finals.
"'The level and ski II of 1he rappers arc more advanced, which makes the competilion
lighter;· Kennerly said.
Besides par1icipa1ion in the event. the overall number of campus spectators and supporters has 1rcmendously developed. Verbal Armageddon also has 01her followers in the
area such as al American University and Georgc1own University.
Verbal Armageddon had i1s last round December 9. 2000. Michael King, a.k.a.,
ICON. was the 2000 winner. Icon's rhyming compe1i1ion isn't limited 10 H.U.'s campus:
he is currently participating in a na1ional MC baule sponsored by www.hook.com. this
week.
-Simone C Bridges

Communications Professor,
Internet Entrepreneur Dies at 30
COMPILED FROM STAFF R EPORTS

Bill G. Neely. an associale professor in the
School of Communications who made his mark
as an energetic and adventurous entrepreneur,
died last week of from an apparent heart condi1ion. Neely was 30 years old.
Neely, who gradua1ed from Howard magna
cum laude in 1993. had a prosperous career as
young entrepreneur. While a student al Howard.
he star1ed his first business. BG Graphics,
doing small jobs (resumes, business cards, etc.)
and larger jobs such as the school's Homecoming bulletins and other school programs.
He was also 1he produc1ion editor for The Hilllop in the early 90's.
These jobs were a foundation for later work
that included working with Zi Design specialiting in graphics for 1he business community.
During these years Neely and his business
partner Mike Bruce opened and operated printing businesses, and a coffee shop in Georgetown called 11's Your Mug.
In 1999. Neely and Bruce co-founded Singleshop.com. a muhi-million doll ar e-commerce business located in Herndon, Va, which
is s1ill a viable business on the web.
"Bill was a wonderful human being.'' snid Or.
Barbara Hines, chair of the depanmem of journalism. "He first came 10 Howard University
to anend our summer high school journalism
workshop. He was involved in many things at
Howard: Annenberg Honors Program, student
government and being an entrepreneur. He
could never say no. He went on to successful
careers in news design . the lnterne1 and busi-

ness. Each year he would go on a mission to
help less fortunate people. He was a true
humanitarian.··
More of Neely's associates al~o remembered
him well.
"I will always remember Bill for his enthusiasm, creativity and dogged determination 10
make his business ven1ures successful" said
Todd E. Shum. Ph.D. Associate Professor for
Sys1ems and Computer Science in the School
of Engineering. ··tn an period where ma.ny
young African American males arc career indecisive ... Bill s1ands ou1 as an example of the
success that may be attained though dedicated
execu1ion of a though1ful plnn."
Editor-in-Chief of The Hilhop, Jnson T. Smith
said that Neely left his impression on a number of Hilltop s1affers.
"His love for newspaper design and for mentori ng Y"ung minds was impressive. The
advances that this paper has made in terms of
design and layout could no1 have been made
without his guidance and 1u1elage:· Smith said.
His sis1ers Nicole, Lakjsha and Priska; grandparen1s: other relatives: business associates
and friends survive him.
Services are se1for 1oday a1 the 'l'Jkoma Park
S.O.A. Church, 6951 Carroll Ave .• N.W. The
memorial service begins al IO a.m. with funeral services set for 11 a.m. The ln1ernment will
immediately follow at the George Washinglon
Memorial Cemetery. In lieu of flowers, dona1ions should be made to the Rockville SDA
F.A.E.T.H. Center (Family Ans Education
'Technology and Heahh). which is a creative
Please See NEELY, A5
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-Cam us ·. Cr.ime Re or:t This is a listi11g ofthe reporls take11 by Howard Campus Police from Jan. 17. lhrougl, Ja11. 23. Compiled by
Hil/1op staff writer Simone S. Bridges.
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Offense

Location

1-1 7-01

Sick Transport

Annex

1-17-01
1-17-01
1-17-01

Security Breach
Theft II
Destruction of Prop.
Destruction of Prop.
Hazardous Elevator
Lost Property

C.B. Powell I" Fl
Engineering Bldg.
Wonder Plaza
4,h and Bryant Sts.
Frazier Hall
Georgia Ave. & Randolph
HUH
Quad

1- 17-01
1-17-01
1-17-01
1-18-01
1-18-01
1-18-01
1-18-01
1-18-01
1-18-01
1-1 8-01
1-18-01
1-18-01
1- 18-01
1-19-01
1-19-01
1-19-01
1-19-0)
1-19-01
1-19-01
1-1 9-01
1-19-01
1-19-01
1-20-01
1-20-01
1-20-01
1-20-01
1-20-01
1-20-01
1-20-01
1-20-01
1-21-01
1-21-01
1-21-01
1-22-01
1-22-01
1-22-01
1-22-01
1-22-01
1-22-01
1-23-01
1-23-01
1-23-01
1-23-01
1-23-01
1-23-01

Lost Property
Threats to do bodily harm
Lost Property
Lost Property
Auto Accident
Theft I
Threat to do bodi ly harm
Destruction of Property
PIC
Sick Transport
Theft II
Sick Transport
Sick Transport
Gas Leak
Fire
Hit and Run
Sick Transport
Missing Property
Security Breach
Security Breach
Missing Property
chicle Accident
Threats to do bodily harm
Hit and Run
Falling tree
Sick Transport
Security Breech
Burglary
Threat to do bodily harm
Sick Person
Theft I
Hate Crimesffhreats
Injured Person
Theft from Auto
Security Breach
Burglary II
Security Breach
Lost Property
Vehicle Accident
Theft I
Theft II

Georgia Ave. & V St.
2041 Georgia Ave.
School of Social Work
Slowe Hall Rear
Drew Hall
Truth Hall
2801 Georgia Ave. NW
Slowe Hall
Banaker Lot
Drew Hall
Nursing Station
A-Building
C.B. Powell

HUH
Quad
HUH lot C
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Charge-happy Students Pay
Consequences for Credit Debt
By R YAN C HITTUM
Oklahoma Daily {U. Oklahoma)
(U-WIRE) NORMAN, Okla. - Soaring credit card
bills caused Sean Moyer's life to spin out of control. The
massive debt he racked up in just three years of college
seemed insurmountable.
He couldn't get loans to go to law school like he
dreamed, and his parents couldn't afford to pay his way.
So in February 1998. Sean took his own life.
His mother, Janne O'Donnell of Norman, remains composed as she tells her son's story, but the pain in her voice
is undeniable.
O'Donnell appeared on 1he CBS News show "60 Minutes TI" on Tuesday night in a segment about college students and credit cards.
A crew from "60 Minutes IJ" filmed on the University
of Oklahoma campus for two days in October and used
hidden cameras to film vendors pushing free T-shirts with
credit card applications. O'Donnell said. "60 Minutes 11"
revealed that OU is being paid $13 million over 10 years
by First USA for the right to have a presence on campus
and to use the OU logo on its cards.
OU is making money off its students who use First
USA:s OU cards. the report said. The university receives
0.4 percent of each purchase made with the cards.
" It's obscene that the university is making money off the
suffering of their students," O'Donnell said.
In a statement to60 Minutes II. OU Press Secretary Jeff
Hickman said. "While there may be some concerns, any
remedy must carefully consider the legal rights of those
18 years of age and older, many of whom are wage earners and are fully or partially self-supporting and all of
whom are citizens with the right to vote."
The university provides a number of programs to help
students learn to manage their finances. Hickman said.
All Gateway classes are required to teach a section on personal finances and University College provides seminars
at orientations and throughout the semester. he said.
One, taught by Matt Hamilton. associate vice president

of Admission, Records and Financial Aid, will be held
Thursday from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. in 200 Carnegie Building.

O'Donnell has no doubt credit card companies feed on
college students. she said.
"I know they prey on college students,'' she said.
"They're the only category that can get credit without a
job."
o· Donnell is lobbying for federal legislation that would
force companies to only extend credit to people who have
the reasonable ability to pay it off, she sairl.
Though it is difficult for O'Donnell to talk about the subject, she said she needs to share Sean's story.
"It's getting easier because I think it is important," she
said.
Sean Moyer had 12 credit cards and more than $10,000
in debts when he committed suicide nearly three years
ago. she said. He had two jobs: one at the library and
another as a security guard at Holiday lnn, but he still
could not pay his collectors. she said.
Though she is crusading against these companies,
O'Donnell said she is not blaming them for her son's
inability to control his spending.
"My son was not an angel,'' she said. "He spent like a
drunken sailor. He is not without blame."
But. she adds. three years after her son's death, she still
gets pre-approved credit card offers in Sean's name from
some of the same companies that he owed thousands of
dollars. One company pre-approved Sean for 1 $ I00,000
credit line, she said.
Psychology senior Jessica Lorraine got her first cards
when she was a freshman. She got one on campus and
one at the mall, she said.
She racked up $1.500 in debts. partly because her credit cards enabled impulse purchases, she said.
"If it was there and you wanted something. it was just
easier to buy;· she said.

2400 6th St. NW

A-Building
Cook Hall
Negri!
BURR
Dental School
I-Lab
Locke Hall
A-Building 'Lot
Mays Hall
Slowe
HUH
Dental School

Campus Snapshots

15th & Euclid

BURR
BURR
Pho10 By \1arl. Coleman
President H. Patrick Sw)gert (I) along with bis ,.ffe Sonia and Interim Athletic Oiroctor Or. Sondra NorrtU:fhunrn> (r) natch the Ho.. ard Bison beat Morgan St. 76-72 in Burr Saturda).
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lf~-·: '· Andersen Consulting

Changes Name And Vastly
Extends· Capabilities

{There's never been a better time to build your career with us}

We've done more than just change
our name. At Accenture we're building a
completely new network of businesses that
will influence the shape of the new economy.

This presents new and exciting cha Ilenges for
our employees, with ever expanding career
options. There has never been a better time
to be part of our dynamic global force as we

bring innovations to improve the way the
world works and lives.
For those who want to create the future,
now is the time to be at Accenture.

Check out our Webcast - premiering on Thursday, February 1 (1 :00 p.m. EST, 12:00 p.m. CST, 11 :00 a.m. MST, 10:00 a.m. PST) - for information on our
new name and new opportunities. It's an interactive experience and career opportunity you won't want to miss.

Register fo r the Webcast at: careers.accenture.com/webcasts

• Consulting • Technology• Outsourcing • Alliances • Venture Capital
Accent1,Jre was formerly known as Andersen Consulting

\

>

accenture
'I
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Metro Service Lays Tracks to More Destinations
BY ERIN R OBERTS

Hilltop Staff Writer
Long time Branch Avenue resident Betsy
Studdard hopped on the Green Line Me1ro
train at Gallery Place in Chinatown and
zipped to her Prince Georges County home
in 15 minutes. The trip normally inkes her
30 minutes.
"It is so much nicer not to have 10 drive."
Studdard said. "We love it.''
Besides cutting their commuting time into
half. the Studdards' said extension of the
metro trains to Branch Avenue ·and beyond
has also saved them money. Studdard's husband used to spend $10 a day. now he spends
only $5 for riding during rush hours.
The Studdards and other residents of PG

County Saturday celebrated the grand opening of the Green Linc Branch Ave station in
Prince G,;orges County from the Congress
Heights Sintion in Washington, D.C. in Maryland. It marks the completion of the original
plan of I03-mile Metrorail System including
83 Metrorail Stations. Groundbreaking was
set over 5 years ago in September. The Branch
Avenue station was finished two mont.hs earlier than expected. The total cost of the project was $761 million. $139 million under
budget. The Metro has expand~d their station
to 5 new stops to Maryland including: Congress Heights, Southern Ave. Naylor Road,
Suitland, and Branch Ave.

Residents of Prince Georges, County are
very thankful! for the vision of opening more
stations in I.heir community. Yet, I.here were
not as great a turn out of residenl riders for
the station as Studdard had excepted.
"Alt.hough the trains are crowed we though!
it would be packed with people everywhere,"
Studdard said.
The Branch Ave Station is open from
5:30am to 12:00am on weekdays and 8:00am
to 2:00am on the weekends. On the weekdays
there arc several Metro service employees
that help make sure the trains and the station
is operating well. Supervisor Williams at the
Branch Avenue station said that there are

many people working 1hroughou1 the day
and sometimes there are 4 people working
one shift.
Metro officials estimate over20.000 people
will ride daily to the Branch Ave and total
8.374 parking spaces. Branch Ave Station is
located in the remote par! of Prince George,
County where there are a few small businesses.
The Metro has allowed DC residents to
ob1ain more job opportunities in the city.
Tamera Hid, a st~dent al Crossland High
School quit her job at Kickers the day 1he station opened and the following day rode the
Green Line 10 Union Sintion, where now she

is employed at Wilsons. "h gave me an opportunity 10 be independent, plus my mother was
gening tired of driving me everywhere.'' Hid
said. "Now that I have a job al Wilson's. my
friends are also looking for jobs at Union Station."
The s1a1ion not only helped PG residents
obtain bener jobs but it has alsocu1 down the
cosl of commuling between 1he Dis1ric1 and
their homes. The Metro also plans 10 provide service 10 Dulles airport by 2010.

Protesters Don't Dampen the Spirits of Some at Parade
By BRAKKTON BOOKER
I lilltop Staff Writer
casian people praising someone who ·s not individual protest will probably do linle 10
ressed in a thinly lined windbreak- Germany, said that though she has no opin• going 10 do a better job t.han Clinton.''
change the presidential outcome. she felt she
er, jeans and tennis shoes. sales rep- ion of Bush she was having a good time.
Baxter's crony Donze' Pointer expressed his had 10 voice her opinion on the matter. ··1 feel
resentative Bobby Henson raised to "Americans are really proud of their country," disappointment with the· parade as well. like the election process has been contrathe tips of his toes and peered through the Schwarz said, "this is better 1han Times "There needs to be more D.C. schools [in the vened. We do not have a fairly elected prescrowd that gathered to catch a glimpse of Square on New Years Eve."
ident," Laura said.
Some spectators came 10 the parade. not parade].'' Pointer said. The only band 10
newly inaugurated President George Walker
Al the corner of 12th and Pennsylvania
only to see it themselves, but to enrich the appear in the parade was from Eas1ern High Ave. NW, directly in front of the Old Post
Bush.
School. Pointer complained of the steep
In an inaugural Parade that comes in the lives of others. Jacqueline Thylor of Milchel- ticket prices for the reserved bleacher seats Office a sizable crowd gathered for 1he celelville,
MD
came
10
the
parade
with
her
huswake of one of the most closely contested
that were erected all over the parade route. bration. Spectators pinned each other along
presidential elections in U.S. history, many felt band and four year-old-son Daryll. Thylor, a The tickel seats were obtainable for S15. $50 the barricades. balanced themselves in winthat disgruntled spectators may intervene democrat said that she brought her son 10 the
dowsills. and even 100k to sianding in the
and $100.
with the festivities. However, despite the parade because "it would have been an injusenormous
4-fool pois tha1 lined the sideWhile 1he high schoolers attended the
exorbilnnt amount of attention that the pro- tice not 100.'' Taylor said tha1 the parade had parade because of lack of something better to walks 10 see 1he inaugural procession.
testors received, the parade went off without a warm feeling 10 it. "h has a spirit of I.he U.S. do. there were some thal had a definite reaA slew of police officers on motorcycles
coming together for peace and harmony."
any major distractions for many.
cruised
down Pennsylvania Ave. Trailing
son for being at the parade-to pro1es1.
"Overall I thought it was awesome," Hen- Taylor said.
them was a group of all black SUV's with tintArmed
with
signs
that
said
everything
from
As for young DaryII, he said that his favorite
son, a Republican and Bush supporter. said.
ed windows. Then, 1he crowd erup1ed as a
parts
of the parade were, "the horses and the W. s1a11dsfor \¼-asel I'm from Tuas Too and black limousine. traveling a1 a speed of no
Henson, who was in D.C. on business, said
Papa
George
and
CIA
gave
Baby
George
a
he came into town a couple of days early just music.''
fas1er 1han 20 mph, coasted down the parade
Not everyone shared the Thylor's optimis1ic chance to play.
to take in the inaugural festivities.
One such pro1es1er, who wished 10 be iden- route. The limo carried 1he new first family.
Others came to the parade for similar rea• outlook on the parade. In fact, some like tified as simply Laura from Baltimore. said who waved and smiled a1 1he crowd from the
sons as Henson. Stefanie Schwarz, 18. said Alaze' Baxter. a junior at Mon1gomery Blair that she bared the cold weal.her 10 pro1est pro1ec1ion of their lin10's imerior.
that she and her companion were out in the high school said the parade was boring. "I because she's, "Afraid for the future of
As 1he limo passed spectators waived and
town because they simply "wanted to go don't see what everybody is celebrating.'' Democracy." While Laura admits that her snapped pictures of the president. The
sight seeing.'' Schwarz, who hails from East Baxter paused, "all I see is a bunch of Cau-

D

applauding and cheering of I.he Bush supporters temporarily drowned ou11hc cynical
chants and verbal lashes of the protesters.
"Go Texas," one woman shouted as she
waived a Tuxas ;,tale flag while jumping up
and down en1husias1ically.
Late in the parade Drew Carey. of The Drew
Carey's Show. and NYPD Blue's Rick
Schroder were par1icipants in the parade riding in Hummers.
Despite dismal weather 1ha1 featured a gray
sky. a high of 36 degrees and chilling rain the
parade wenl off without any real hitches.
With beefed up security of 1he 5000 plus officers along the pa.rode route only a few skirmishes broke out. Five people were arrested
on 15th and K streets.
Although the DC Metropolitan did not want
10 es1ima1e on how many ,pectators were in
attendance 1he Metro had a rider ship of
463,8 17 on the day of the parade. This tally
was nearly 250.000 less 1han the ridership for
Clinton's fio-1 inaugura1ion in I993. which
had 709.634.

Are you man enough...
To be different
and not care what others say?
To be yourself and free your mind?
To be gay·, bisexual or same gender loving
(DL or not DL)
and committed to liberating Black people?
Are you man enough
to love another man?
Then come join other Howard brothers
to discuss the start of something new.
•

I

Pho<o by Loogenia B:ulcy

Savvyelle Sure to be Hit Boutique

Saturday, Feb. 10, 2001 @ 5:30 pm
For the location call: (202) 546-8200.

You ready?
Sponsored-by BLAGOSAH and Us Helping Us, Inc.

By LOUCENtA B,\IU:Y
Hilltop Staff Writer
Becoming an entrepreneur can be a tedious
process full of mistakes and lessons 10 be
learned. No one understands that more than
Karen Kim, 1he owner of Savvyelle, a new boutique located in Adams Morgan.
Kim had always wanted 10 have her own
store. but her de1ermination is whal ultimately
permilled her 10 realize her dream. De1ermina1ion coupled with a litlle financial assisrnnce.
Since Karen's previous jobs were mos1ly sales
positions at various retail s1ores, she had linle
opportunity 10 finance I.he start-up of her own
business. This led her 10 seek assistance from
her two older sisters. Melanie and Nadine,
who, Karen readily admits. handle Savvyelle's
finances.
Karen's story starts aboul :1 year ago when she
star1ed buying clothes from vendors in Cali-

fornia and New York 1hen selling the clothes at
open Mnrkets like Eas1ern Market located in the
District. She con1inued to do tha\ for a month
until she rt.n across an opportunity to buy a
shop. "I was just going 10 smrt my business
online. but then l saw this location and l couldn'1
pass up the opportunity." Savvyelle, located in
the middle of 1he nighttime hotspot. A~11ms
Morgan. wasn't opened unti l Oc1ober 20 of
last year. The grand opening was delayed
twice. Once because of problems with the cred•
ii card machine. and then again when Karen
realized she didn't have enough inventory and
ended up making an emergency trip 10 New
York 10 visit her suppliers. While Karen has
faced many obstacles to entrepreneurship. she
stiII makes bigger plans for Savvyelle.
Please See BOUTIQUE, A5

_________________________
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Savvyelle Sure to be Hit Boutique
Frpm BOUTJQUE, A4
Jn 1he fu1ure she would like l0 sell
s.hocs and men's apparel. She hopes
10 make 1his happen by 1he spring of
2001. " I'm also lhinking about
changing,my inventory. seeing wha1
amac1s more cus1omers ... wha1 I'd
really like lo do is get a liquor
license." Afler gell ing a liquor
license Kim would like 10 se1 up a
section in 1he ,10re wi1h chairs and
1ables so 1ha1 men could sip wine or
champagne while 1heir ma1es shop.
But, before expanding 1he inventory

___

-_;'

General Elections '2001

Candidate Applications
Are Now Available In
Blackburn
Room 116

'1

nigh11ife of Adams Morgan.
The bou1ique offers savings up 10
50% off. in cfforls to a1trac1 po1en1ial
cuslomers. Karen has even made her
hours of opcra1ion more convenien1
for la1e-nigh1 par1ygoers. Savvyelle
is open from 12am 10 9pm from Sunday through Wednesday and 12am 10
11 pm from Thursday through SuBi
day. Savvyellc is localed 31 2439 18
S1ree1 NW, or you can visi1

www.Savvvelle.com.

,.

Applications are available
until January 31, 2001

1

of her shop, Kim must deal wi1h one
overwhelming problem, advertising.
She confesses 1ha1 ii's very easy to
come up with ideas for promo1ing the
boutique. but much harder to come
up wi1h the cash 10 bring those ideas
into frui1ion.
For now. Karen hopes lhe promotions she has done al neighboring
club, and local radio srntions will
anracl po1cn1ial cus10mers. Her curren1 goal is 1ha1 her clothes, which
she describes as trendy. sheik. and
affordable, will attrac1 1he trendy

Deadlines for all applicant
information is January 31,
2001 at 5:00 P.M.
.

Federal Grants Aid National Sexual
· Violence Prevention Programs
By C ,,ROl.lNA BOLADO
Chicago Maroon (U. Chicago}
(U-WIRE) CHICAGO - Former
President Bill Clinion signed 1he
reau1horiza1ion of 1he Violence
Againsl Women ACI (VAWA} las(
Oc1ober af1er 1he bill received overwhelming suppon from both houses
of C6ngress. H.R. 3244. also known
as "Vic1ims of Trafficking and Violence Preven1ion Acl of 2000."
ex1ends VAWA inio 2005 and provides for approximmely double 1he
spending authorized by 1he original
Ac1 of 1994. A sizable ponion of the
'money se1 aside in 1he bill will be
available 10 sexual violence prevention groups on college campuses in
1he form of grants.
"I can 1hink of no1hing of more
consequence 101he women of America and the children of America. h is
1he beginning of 1he end of 1he at1i1Ude in America 1ha1 a w<>man is 1he
pos\ession of a man." Senator Joseph
Biden (D-DE}. co-au1hor of1he Acl.
said in Sena1e debate. The bill passed
the House of Represen1mives 371-1
and 1he Senale 95-0.
The Acl includes some new provisions. such as s1ric1er laws concerning in1ernational sex 1rafficking. h
elevaies sex trafficking 10 a federal
criminal offense; anyone convic1ed of
1his would be subjec1 10 forfei1ure of
his or her asse1s. The Ac1 au1horizes
the anorney general 10 provide gran1s

for programs 10 help vic1ims of 1rafficking.
• "Traffickers who prey on vulnerable w6men and children should have
no place 10 hide. and vic1ims of 1rafficking musl be 1rea1ed with dignily
and afforded virnl assisiance and pro1ec1ion." said Clinton in a srn1cmen1
1mmedin1cly following hi; signing
1he Act
"I exp.:c1 this legislmion to be of
immense benefil in roo1ing ou1 1his
despicable praclice and in helping
future adminis1rations carry on the
viial work 1hat 1his adminis1ra1ion
has begun."
The Acl will provide $140 million
to alldrcss violence againsl women on
college campuses.
The Universi1y of Chicago's
Resources for Sexual Violence Preven1ion (RSVP} is applying for some
of 1his funding for 1he firs! lime 1his
year.
'The U.S. Depar1me111 of J us1icc
has a violence againsl women grams
oflice. and we are curren1ly applying
for gran1s. due by 1he end of this
mon1h," Direc1or of RSVP Rahul
Sharma said. "h's ex1remely imporian1 and helpful 10 have some1hing
specific for violence againsl women."
The grams would help fund RSVP's
general openuions. such as 1he Peer
Educaiion program. in which 1rained
s1uden1, are sen1 10 hold Acquainiance Rape Preven1ion Workshops
with small group, in dorms. primar-

ily 10 genera1e discussion abou1 rape.
The funding would also go towards
RSVP's specialized programs. such
as Rape Prevenlion Mon1h in April.
Sexual Awareness Week in Oc1ober.
and SpeakOul. in which vic1ims of
sexual abuse come forward and share
their experiences.
H.R. 3244 also includes a provision
which requires colleges and universi1ies 10 inform Mudenls and facul1y
where 1hey can find information on
regis1ered sex offenders on !heir campus.
The original version of the bill.
wh ich was revised by Congress.
would have required these inslitu•
1ionf. 10 compile and make available
1his informa1ion 1hemselves.
The bill also includes providing
$925 million in Services in 11-aining
for Officers and Prosecu1ors (STOP)
grams. $875 million for sheller services for banerecl women.S I billion
10 help prosecutors track down
domes1ic abusers. and S400 million
for rape prevenlion and education.
H.R. 3244 expands VAW/\s pro1ec1ions for immigrants who are victims
of domes1ic violence. and csmblishes a new nonimmigranl visa classific;11ion. offering grea1er pro1ection 10
1he banered vic1ims.
11 also amends the Paren1al Kidnapping Prevention Ac1 by expanding
emergency jurisdic1ion 10 cover
dome,1ic violence.

Communications Profess'or,
Internet Entrepreneur Dies at 30

· we'II Make No False Promise
'i

•

that You'll Replace Oprah
When You Graduate ...

'
••;
What we WILL promise, however, is that
,
'
. ·; you'll have an opportunity to meet with
•· representatives of some of the nation's
top communication's companies at the
23rd Annual Black College
Radio Convenlion
April 13-14, 2001 in At1anIa. Georgia
. j .
•.•

.

Here are SQfTle of the companies represented at previous conventions:
CBS Radio, NY • Jefferson-Pilot Communications, Atlanta • Cox Communications, Atlanta
~ ► ABC Radio, NY • Meridian Broadcasting, Lafayette, IN • Clear Chamel Broadcasting,
Cincinnati, OH • International Broadcasting, Washington, DC

permanent jobs
after graduation.

Although the
BCR convention
is not a job fair,
chances "re you
will get valuable
leads to jump
start your job
search for
summer intern
positions and

seminars on
nearly every
aspect of the mass

(Ad 1111/111;/wd a, m, erl11cntio11al.
~.-rtllu by tlus nt'lt'Spdper)

,.......,........~~~

communication:; field.
Experts will be on
hand to help you
improve your campus
stations operations.
You don't have to be a
member of your
campus station to
attend. Plan now to
attend the ONE national convention designed especially for
you.

From NEELY. A2
ministry conceived by Bill. Please mail all dona1ions 10 1he Rockville Seven1h Day
Adven1is1 Church. clo Rockville SDA F.A.E.T.H. Center - Ann: Pa,1or William Neely,
727 We,1 Mon1gomery Ave. Rockville. MD 20850.

..

~,.,

Join us at our

Teacher Job Fairs ...
~-

FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Hiring for the 2001- 2002 school year
Elementary &Special Education All iondidat,s must p,,.
schedule an interview.
February 10, 2001
Registration Jon. 16 • Feb. 6 Call 703•750·8533
lo register.

Secondary &Special Education Job Foirs are being held at
Oakton High School
March 3, 2001
2900 Sutton Rood
Registration Feb. 7• Feb. 27

•

Help Us
Build the future
CHILD ~y
CHILD

For more information contact:
BLACK COLLEGE RADIO ORGANIZATION
P.O. Box 3191 / Atlanta, GA 30302
(404) 523-6136 / Fax (404) 523-5467
E-Mail: bcrmail@blackcollegeradio.com

l>on'+
Forge+
'To Check
Out +he

Hi((·
to1>ics

B12

Vienna, Virginia
8:30 AM to 3130 PM

$1000

signing bonus
in selected fields!

For information and

directions visit

www.fcps.edu

Ge+
+he
Word
Ou+

E<:£./M/f/D/V

-

-- ----------
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Join one of the fastest growing
investment banks in the world ·
Are you looking for a dynamic and rewarding career in investment banking? Do you want
to be in a job with a lot of responsibility and opportunity? Do you want.to work in an
environment where achievement and reward are naturally connected? Then you should
consider joining the UBS Warburg team.

'

We are accepting resumes from the Class of 2002 interested in Internship positions
within our Corporate Finance and Sales & Trading divisions. Interviews will be held on
Wednesday, January 31st.

I

We welcome those interested to apply via your Career Services office.
I

www.ubswarburg.com

'

'•

•••
•

Global careers in
investment banking
•

UBS Warburg is a financial services group of UBS AG. In the United States, UBS Warburg LLC, a subsidiary of
UBS AG, is a member of NYSE and SIPC.UBS Warburg is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

l
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Protest Fails to Stop
Increase for Next Year
From TUfflON, Al
•tors.
The toial fee package that passed
through the Board of Trustee: includes
a 3.5 percent increase in all undergraduate ruition. There is also a $75 technology fee; a 5 percent increase in housing rates; a $20 increase in lab fees for
students in the School of Nursing. Pharmacy. and Al Lied Health; and an incre=
between $36-8 I in all meal plans.
Approximately 50 students gathered
the night before the pro1es1 in a meeting
conducted by Coleman and Simmons, to
discuss the proposed increases.
Students expressed their discord on
personal issues that have not been
addressed by administrative officials.
Such complaints involved poor shuttle
services and food services, the ineffective use of "smart clas.~rooms," the renovation of Truth and Crandall Halls,
additional security for residence halls,
and a huge language barrier in se,-eral
departments. TI1ere was also a mention
of air conditioning and increased security in Drew Hall, cable in University
dormitories. and a permanent es1al>Iishment for the University's health center.

One of the major issues with the
required funds involved accoun1ability
for their use. "If there is an increase. at
least give us an itemized list of where
the monies will go." said Simmons. He
continued, '\ve are 001 here 10 cause
trouble, we just want the Trustees 10 go
with what the Tuition Rates and Review
Commiuee (TRRC) advised."
Coleman added. "We don't have the
luxury to 1eU the administration that ,ve
will gel back 10 them. so why should
they tell us the same thing?"

Harold Nyikal, a freshman, electtical engineering student added, "I have
a problem with Howard charging me
more money fur the same services. We
would take a IO percent increase as
long as the expenses cou ld be
described, in detail."
Although tuition has been steadily rising over the lllSI fh-e years. this year's
increase wiU be the greatest increase in four
years. Simmons contended that the conStanl increases '\viii e-.-cntually buy Olli certain people and prospective srudents. The
University ison the road to out pricing the
studenlS that i1 is supposed 10 serve:·
Junior financ.e major, Jenile Brooks
shares the same sen1imen1s.
''Why are there no other suggestions
(for sources of income)? The first thing
they do is raise tuition? Where are the
alumni?" she asked.
Coleman said that the amount of rooney
taken in from alumni is between 7-8 percent
On Friday, Coleman and Simmons
along with other members of UGSA
and HUSA fought hard 10 keep up the
morale of involved s1Uden1s.
'We need your support. Demands are
met when idea.~ are met a~ a srudent populous. not jUst individuals. StudenlS ha\'e
an immense JX)\~" explnined Coleman.
Simmons simply encouraged the student body10"raise hell" andconlaCI media
such as TI,e \½shington PoSI for support.
After three hours during the pro1es1,
one of the 'Trustees visited the protest
Douglas Wilder. former governor of
Virginia came to give what freshman
Tiffany Norwood called an "encouragement speech."
Although he could not ensure that
their requests would be met. Wilder
said that the Trustees acknowledged the

Students' concerns.
"We. 100, do not like the way that the
school looks and operates. Theretbre. we
are commilled 10 establishing a bener
relationship between students and the
Board," Wilder said. ;'Let your ailministration know what you want."
After a long awaited decision. Coleman
returned 10 the crowd as a bearer of news.
He informed the crowd that despite all of
their efforts. the Bo:ud had accepted all of
the details ofthe plan. Coleman admitted,
''If the Trustees' VOies w-ere ~ simply
on student sentiment then we would have
won this whole thing, but just looking in
the best in1ere.1 of the Uni,-ersity (financially), we just cannot afford it"
Lisa Wooden.ajuniorps)~hologystudenl felt that tlte decision was jUst a part
of "the same old rhetoric." Yet. international finance sophomore Alex Dixon
said. "ii wasgrea11oseeactivism. but there
should beO!her methods 10 make students
more effective next time." Simmons said
that O\'erall. he felt that all was not lost
"We were mainly 10 S11pport Charles
(Coleman) in his efforts. But, I also Wdlll·
ed 10 show students how 10 defend themselves by pushing issues 10 the forefront
and making sure they are heard," he said.
After the crowds disappeared, Coleman
revealed, "This really hurts because I
know how hard I fought for you all, but I
can't e\'Cn really feel ood. I am so proud
of the srudents for uniting for sontething
tl1a1 they belie,'Cd in. TI1is won't happen
again as long a5 we continue 10 come out
and make our presence fell."
"Sometimes you ha,-e 10 lake losses 10
appreciate your wins. This is a war. We
may have lost the banle; ,-,e have 10 win
the ,var. We are in this together." Coleman
said.

Cable May Be On Horizon for Towers
From CABLE. 1>I '
quoted the above prices until an
official contract is signed.
As outlined in the proposal. basic
service comes with 26 channels,
including local channels, Community Access. and the Discovery
Channel. If upgraded 10 the extended service package for $7.50 per
month the consumer would receive
57 channels which would include
ESPN, MTV. BET. and CNN.
·"That·s about the same price
you'd pay if you were going 10 see
a movie,'' Frelow said.
These package deals are drastically lower than what the ,wernge
consumers arc charged. For the
basic service the average household
cost is $35.55 per month and for the
extended package the cosi is S39.08

per month.
After the meeting Bell said that
she was. "Glad 1ha1 we were given
the proposal." She said that the
next msk she has 10 tackle is 10 "see
if we could speed up the process."
Other future plans 1ha1 Bell has
is 10 draft another petition 10 see the
amount of money students want 10
pay for the cable packages service
if and when it is installed.
Once the dorms are eq~ipped
with cable, residents will have 10
pay the required fees regardless of
whether or not they wish 10 subscribe 10 the service.
Some of the Towers residents
did not share the assured feeling
about receiving cable as Bell did.
Sophomore computer science
major, Jared Guilliod has no faith

in Frelow's promise to deliver
cable. ,;I preuy much feel that it's
a lie," Guilliod said. "Ever since
I've been here I've been here l',-e
heard the same 1hing-1he Towers
are gelling cable. I haven't seen
anything yet.''
Other students feel simi lar to the
way Guilliod does. Celia Kendall.
sophomore political science maJor
said. '"Obviously Frelow·s promise
is not genuine. I think it's ludicrous
that cable has not yet been
installed." Kendall also complained of paying for the service.
She said 1ha1 other major universities do not charge their students for
cable. The funding for the cable
service, according 10 Kendall.
should be "taken out of the most
recent tuition increase.''

Bush Protesters Descend On Parade
From PARADE, ,11
policy". and described George
W. Bush as inexperienced and unin1elligen1. Many pro1e,1ors said they
came because they fell 1ha1 Bush's
policies wouldn't help minorities
and lowerincome families. "I think
he's going to keep the corporations

happy and tax protected" stated
one demonstrator.
Other demonstrators came to
voice disappointment in the election process. Having been urged 10
vote in greater numbers. many
minorities and youths said they felt
betrayed by the process. When

asked why he came 10 demonsttale,
one New Black Panther Party
member replied "If a black man
goes into a store and steals somelhifig out of the store he gets arrested. Bush steals a vote and he's still
out of jail. That's what motivated
me".

'Politically Incorrect' To Tape At Howard
From SHO\V, Al
the election debacle 10 the stale
of Hip Hop music in America.
Called by some a hip. funny version
of the "McClnughlin Group," the
show has garnered an almost culllike following from both blacks
and whiles.

Maher a11ribu1es his broad audi•
ence 10 the show's mission 10 ;,keep
ii real" when di,cu~sing politics.
society. and cuhure.
"Our show is about keeping it
real and I'm about 1ha1. My audience knows 1ha1," Maher said.
"People watch the show because its

funny. but I think they continue 10
watch the show because we tell ii
like i1 is. And 1ha1·s what I'm going
to do (al Howard! and if they are
not ready then they bener cram.''
The show airs Monday-Friday
from 12:05-12:35 a.m. on the ABC
'lelevision Network.
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Goldman Sachs is a leading global investment banking and securities
firm, providing a full range of investment and financial services to corporations, governments, institutions and individuals worldwide.

The Technology Division

offers undergr~duates•unique

opportunities to create the technology that is reshaping the world's financial
markets.

Facts: 3,000 people across 21 countries,
$1.6 billion per year investment in technology.
.•

We offer real opportunities:
To work side by side with business partners on technology
that brings creative business strategies to life

To be part of a team of dynamic, bright people who will challenge you
and the technology you develop to make the most of business opportunities
To develop in a fast-paced yet supportive environment that welcomes
new people and new ideas

Golll1nan
Sachs

To find out more about Summer
Internships And Full-Time Technology
positions, please visit the:
Goldman Sachs
TECHNOLOGY
Booth at the
Howard University Career Fair
Tuesday, February 8, 2001
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
LK Downing Building
Or come to the

Goldman Sachs
TECHNOLOGY
Summer Internships
Information Session
at
Howard University
Tuesday, February 13, 2001
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
LK Downing Building Room 1020

Casual Attire
Please submit your resume for Summer
Internships through your Career Services Office
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MINOS. WICE CPEN ~M
www.gs.com
Goldman SachS. an equal opportunity employer. docs not disc11nilate in employment on any basiS that is p.ohlblted by federal, stite or IOCal laws.© 2001 Goldman, SaehS & Co.
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Student Colleagues
January 26, 200 I
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Dear Student Colleagues:
As reported in The f/i//1op today. the !]oward University Board of Trustees
approved a new tuition, fee and rate schedule for academic year 2001-2002.
Increases in tuition are always carefully considered in light of the modest means
of many of our students and their families. This decision was no exception.
Financial aid awards arc expected to offset most of the increase for the most
needy students and, of course, University tuition scholarships will be increased.
Your concerns about the costs of education are appreciated and respected by the
University; we hope you see this tuition increase in this context and in the context
of past. current and futur~ improvements in our facilities and programs.

'

!
.

Howard University cannot, and will not, stand still. To do so would mean that we
would lose ground in our efforts to provide the very best education for you. our
students. The University has made investments in academic programs and
student life the number one allocation priority. A tour of the campus today will
reveal:

Howard University is the only Historically Black University ranked as a top I00
university by both the Carnegie Foundation.and U.S. News and World Report.
The investments made possible by the new tuition schedule will directly benefit
students next year and will continue to raise the profile and standing of the
University, making a Howard University degree even more valuable in the future.

'

'

• two new state-of-the-art digital libraries (the Stokes Health Sciences Library
and the Law School Library);
• a state-of-the-art ,'Lab open 24/seven, constructed at a cost ofS5.2 million:
• 22 smart classrooms. $2.8 million;
·
• a premier Bookstore and the new Howard Center, $4.3 million;
• extensive renovation and rehabilitation of classrooms and academic buildings;
• newly renovated residence halls (Truth and Crandall, $10.3 million);
• wireless internet access in all residence halls, $2.6 million;
• greatly increased shuttle bus service; and a
• digital auditorium in Blackbum Center.

• faculty salary increases each of the last five years to retain and continue to
bring outstanding scholars to the University;
• on-line MBA programs in the School of Business and distance learning
initiatives by the Divinity School; and
• ranking of the HU Hospital as one of the countzy' s finest.

We are keenly aware of the financial cballenges facing you as you prepare to be
leaders for America and the Global Community. I have pledged to do eveiything
I can to avoid a tuition increase for undergraduate students for academic year
2002--03. This is a serious commitment on my part and I will do everything I can
to fulfill it.
Sincerely,

-tflltmi#~)

'

H. Patrick 8W¥gert
President

Not apparent on the campus tour, but no less important. arc:
,_

• the increase in University-funded scholarships and financial aid. from S17.1
million in I995 to $23. 7million in 2000-01. growing twice as fast as tuition
increases over the same period.
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Paid Internship

'' .

Merck is where I can have the

•

'

greatest effect on human life ' '

,,

+

American
Red Cross

10.00/hr

Position: DISASTER DIVERSITY CHAMPION (2 positions)
Job Description: Spring-Term Internship Responsible for
assisting in the development of programs which increase the recruitment
recognition and retention of DISASTER volunteers who are diverse with
respect to age (youth), disability, gender, language, race or sexual orientation.

Qualifications:
•
•

Undergraduate or graduate student
One of the two interns chosen will be bicultural Latino or Hispanic and
fluent in Spanish and English
• The other intern that will be chosen only needs to be a minority student
• Work at NHQ in Falls Church- Red Cross has transportation to/from DC
Salary: $10.00/hour for 10 hours per week (not during exams)FLEXIBLE around your class and exam schedule
Application: 1) Provide a resume and brief cover letter describing
why you want this position and your qualifications 2) Applicants for the
bilingual position need to submit his/her cover letter in English and Spanish.
***DEADLINE: Post-marked, faxed or dropped-off by

,.

Thursday, February 1, 2001. ***
Send to: Kelly Buller MD, MPH
National Coordinator of Disaster Volunteers
National Headquarters of the American Red Cross
8111 Gatehouse Road, 2nd Floor
Falls Church, VA 22042
Questions: Phone: (703) 206-8835 Fax: (703) 206-8835
Email: bullerk@usa.redcross.org

.

I•

Breakthrough medicines. Treatments that offer a new lease on life.
At Merck, improving patient health isn't just what we do. It's who we
are, sharing a passion for life that brings out the best in a diverse
workforce of 60,000 people. That's why Merck enjoys over $32 billion
in annua l sales as one of America's largest pharmaceutical
companies, whil e being hon ored by Fortune as one of "The 100 Best
Companies To Work For in America."

Join us to learn more about IT Career Opportunities in:
Merck Information Services
Presentation: February 6, 2001
Place: Faculty Lounge, 511> Floor
Business School
lime: 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
On-campus interviews for full-time and summer intern
positions will be held on February 7, 2001 at the School
of Business and on February 28, 2001 at the School
of Engineering.
Opportunities exist for:
Application & Web Designers & Developers, E-commerce
& Technology Specialists, Systems Architects &
Engineers, Analysts, Network & Server Specialists &
Administrators, Computational, Mathematical, &
Information Scientists, Technology Support
Specialists, Database Architects & Administrators,
and Process & Control Engineers
Sign up for our campus interviews through your
school's career services. If you are unable to
meet with us at our events listed above, please
contact howard_is@merck.com We are an
Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/DN.

www.merck.com/careers/is

')MERCK
COMMITTED lO BRINGING 01/T 1llE BEST IN MEDICINE

,

{

For further information about IT Career 'Opportunities, please visit u.s online at:

'
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"The Day We See the Truth and Cease To Spea k Is The Day We Begin to Die"
-t-Iarlin Luther King, Jr.

A Tale of 1\vo Howards
More than 200 Howard University students piled in the Administration building
last Friday to protest the proposed Tuition
and fee increase. The students held hands,
pumped fists, sang songs, sat in, stood up
and raised their voices in an impressive dis•
play of student protest.
The students' chants and jeers floated to
the top floor of the building where the Board
of Trustees met to decide the hefty tuition
question and other pressing University
issues. Though the board ultimately decided to increase tuition and fees for 2001-02,
the first protest of the new millennium was
one to remember.
To be in that building for those five hours
from noon to shortly after S p.m., was bittersweet. It was a tale of two Howards, both
working to push forward divergent agendas,
and both working to preserve the Howard
University they know and love.
We commend the students for raising their
voices against the tuition and fee hike. For
many students, who feel oppressively overtaxed and underserved, the protest was the
last stand against a Board that is seldom
seen. The tuition increase, which is the highest hike to ever hit the pockets of the students
included a list of fees that equated to the
most expansive fee package in Howard University history.
But we were not just protesting ag?inst the
tuition hike, we were protesting against the
reaches a University adm inistration that
seems to believe that the students are at

Howard to serve the administration and not
the other way around. We were protesting for
a, better way to run a University. We were
protesting for more information about where
our tuition funds were going. We were
protesting for University accountability. During an interview w ith The Hilltop, Chief
Operating Officer Thomas Elzey asked students to look at an increase in tuition as an
investment in the University. How can stu•
dents be happy with their investments if
they don't know where how their money is
being spent?
The other side of Howard is, of course, the
administrators who see the budgetary analysis of the University. We will readily admit
that these administrators know the needs of
the University - how much it will cost to
keep the doors of alma mater open and in
well-oiled condition. We appreciate their
attention to the internal details of running
this ship, which include keeping the lights
on, paying professors and making sure the
University fac ilities are in top-notch work•
ing order. We well know that the question of
the day is not how much money the Uni•
versity needs, but from what sources will
those funds flow? And we understand that
with alumni giving barely punching a 2 per•
cent dent in the overall budget, much of the
financial burden falls back on the students.
In the end, tuition will increase, the lights
will stay on and Howard's long legacy of
leadership, protest, and change will continue for another generation.

'
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Our Fight is Not Over
By Charles Coleman, Jr.
A week ago lOday marked a
shining momenl in lhi s young millennium for Howard Universily students. As we slood in the administralion building. lening our voices
be heard lhrough song, chants, and
rhelorical debate on my pan.
Howard University studenls, in just
a few mere hours raised lhe bar for
our University and its administrators
in thi s new millennium. Yes. mition
was raised so by the scoreboard of
some, we may have lost lhe banle.
Sti ll. the fight that we have chosen
to take on fo r ou r respecl and
acknowledgement is far from over
and the momen1um is swinging in
our favor.
Though our tuition and fees
were raised by an excessive amount.
lhere were positives which sprang
from last week's meeting of the Universily's Board of Trustees. Firstly.
many trustees felt the plight of lhe
students, and that combined with
strong and sound arguments from
your student trustees. I believe. will
make it very difficult lo turn around
and recommend another luition and
fees increase next year. Beyond lhat.
President Swygert did pledge to the
Board to ensure thal while seeking
our annual federal appropriation
from the federal government. he
would make stabi lizing undergraduate tuition-if only for a year-a
priority. This was not a promise. as
it is not something that the president
can promise. but anyone examining
President Swygert's tenure will. if
nolhing else. sec an undeniable work
ethic and commit men t to those
things which he has made a priority for the University.
One of the primary arguments
that Graduale Trustee Mike Winston and I based our dissem on was
a ·lack of disclosure on behalf of
administraiors to srudents making us
question where our monies ;ue
going and rhc con~ran1 ··need" to
have our charges increased. To this.

mitted a great sin according to his own religious doctrine the Black community will
still support him because he has done so
much good for the public.
Jackson's affair is really a big deal because
he is a Reverend and has committed a sin.
No, Jackson should not be held up to any
higher standards than one would hold the
average man. And, the average man has no
valid reason for committing adu ltery and
jeopardizing the stability of his family. Jackson, also in his stance as a public figu re
stands for morality. Now that his immoral
behavior has been revealed his credibility as
a moral figure has decreased significantly.
Jackson supported and advised Clinton
when his affa ir with Monica was revealed.
During this time, Stanford was pregnant with
Jackson's child. However, as the black community was one of Clinton's strongest supporters during his fiasco with Monica, the
community in general stands behind Jackson
and believes that his affair should not inter•
fere with his ability to do public service.
As a reverend on the other hand ... "Thon
shalt not commit adultery."

We Salute You, Mr. Secretary
Congratulations Collin L. Powell on
becoming the first African American to
hold the title of Secretary of State, the most
powerful cabinet position. You have made
history by doing this and we wish you the
best of luck.
As an immediate past member of the board
of trustees, we consider you as one of us. We
thank you for your time and support of
Howard University and its progress.
It was noble when you got on stage at the
Republican National Convention and spoke
out against any possible Republican rollback
of affirmative action. We pray that you con-

:r
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Letters to the Editor

The Reverend, The Leader,
And The Love Child
The national gossip of the day focuses
itself on the recent disclosure of the affair
between Reverend Jesse L Jackson and the
mother of his 20-month-old daughter Karin
L. Stanford. Jackson is the founder of Rainbow/Push Coalition. The romance betwe-en
Jackson and Stanford was first detailed in
last Thursday's National Enquirer in a
lengthily story enti tled "JESSE JACKSON'S LOVE CHILD." The newspaper
reported on Jackson's daughter with Karin
L. Stanford, 39 who wrote her doctoral dissertation at Howard University in the earl y
1990s on Jackson's role as a citizen-diplomat in international affairs. After writing the
book Stanford was hired in the Rainbow/
Push Washington office. Jackson has been
married to his current wife Jackie Jackson
for 38 years and they have S children.
The Hilltop poses the question: What
effe.ct will this controversy have on Jesse
Jackson's future as a Black leader?
Jesse Jackson has built up 30 years of service to the black community standing up for
human rights, civil rights, women's rights,
and labor rights. Although Jackson has com-

....

tinue to speak out on the issues hope that you
take that same attitude with you in your new
position.
You have added to the list of people who
have spent time at Howard , in one way or
another, that have gone out into the world
and provided leadership. M r. Powell, you
have given African Americans inspiration
that they can exceed any limitations people
may put on them.
This is not the first time you have risen to
the occasion. You were successful in leading our armed forces in the Middle East during Desert Storm. Fair well.

lhe Board members seemed very
concerned and have prompted toplevel administrators toward a greater
sense of accountabi lity to students.
Now before you run to your mailbox
and look for that itemized budget
that everyone keeps asking for. I
muSl level with you. That won't hap·
pen, nor is it even a good idea
because most students would look at
that as Iinle else other than blanket
facts and figures. What can happen
and will, is a 1own hall meeting with
Executive Vice-President Thomas
Elzey. the Chief Financial Officer of
the University and the man who recommended lhat tuition be increased.
This will be students' opportunity to
ask the questions that they want
answered and look for area, where
they might find fault.
As students continue to move
and worl: with the momentum lhat
we have begun to build for ourselves, lel us not be confused. This
is not merely a spirit of protest but
more imporlantly. a s pirit o f
a ctivi sm. That is whal is mos t
important. Protest is perhaps a central piece ohctivism. but it is not the
entire picture. Ac livis m requires
more and this is where our s trategy
for the future comes in. It is important that the things 1he University
says 1hey are going to do for students
get done and do not become forgotten. Much in the way that many
within the Black community have
pledged lO watch over current President George W. Bush's administration, we as students must keep a
watchful eye on our University to

ensure lhat we receive whal we have
been promised. This ,tans wilh finding out what the University intends
to do, which to some extent. proved
problem«tic hence the essence of
our [student trustees! argument to
the Board. Now that bene r communic:u ion between students and
administrators ha, been encouraged.
it is c,ur job 10 better trnck where we
arc being rold our money is going.
After that. it is ensuring that it goes
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there or. follow up. In the event that
something in be1ween these stops
goes awry. careful and accurate doc,;
ume ntation of all of this will only•
yield to a greater case 10 be pre,,
sented on behalf of sludents.
1
Howard University students'
seem to have engaged ourselves ilf'
a new stage of an old and continu•
ing movement. It is essential to the
progression of our rights and liber•
ties as students that we cominu0:i1t
the same manner and spirit tbat..
assembled us all in the A-build~
for a common cause. Our fight is~~•
over. and the momentum is swing•
ing in our favor. Let us not drop the
bnll we' ve waited so long for pos•
sess ion of as soon as it hits our·
hands.
- Charles Coleman. Jr. is a grad-'1
uating senior Political Science major
from Queens. New York and th~
current Undergrnduare Trustee. ~c
can be emailed a t lrusreccolc•
mo.n@hotmail.com.
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Group Misrepresented
The December 8th i,;uc orThe Hilltop carried a rron1-pagc
article enlitlcd .. ,,oward Bis<:Jtual. Lesbian. and Gay Studen1
Group Faces Scheduling Rcsb1anC'c.'' \Ve would like 10 pomt
out 1ha1 thi~ article was a gro~i. tniM-eprescnta11on of , 1cw,

f I ~

1,,

.,

1
Lc;bian Leadc,-..hip Forum) to , peak. In this \ltuation. Dean'
Catclung, denied receiving 1he room request that the group sub:1
nutted; therefore. he refu,;ed the u,e of the Smart Room and the
c\\mt had to be held ana mc,,y cla.s,room. The BJn-ckburn Cen-•

c., prcssed by officials or the Bisexual. Lesbian. and Gay Organi,:11ion or Studenl< at Howard (BLAGOSAH). At no point dur•
ing the interview did BLAGOSAH represcninthc, , tate that the
Office of Scheduling created difficulties ror the group. To the
conlmry. the Scheduling Office has been , ufnciently accom-

ter\ Office of Schcduhng ""' no1 responsible for this denial,
on homophobrn. Instead. BLAGOSAII sees 1he denial as care,;,
lcssne,, on the part or Dean Catching·s office. Unfortunately.,
this carelc~~ne ss resul1ed in o situa1ion in which a gues1 speak."1
er was showcased in the shahby surroundings of Doogl:iss Hall.

modating of our room reservation requests and hns othcrwi~
assisted in the csrnbli~hment of our organiLatton. The article •

Needle" to say. BLAGOSAH lS saddened b) the topic and.,.
poor rcporhng for the article. Ms. Conyers chose to misrCPSl;•'1

wrillen by Hilltop s1affcr Allison Conyers, also implied that ,cveral other Blackbum Center officers prcs.entcd rc,1~1ancc to the
group due to homophobic feelings. These ,iatcmcnh are untrue.
ln facl, 1hc following Universl1y employees hn,c been c.'(trl.!me-

ly helpful in securing rooms for BLAGOSAH weekly mce1ing,:
Mrs. Lavern Freeman. Mr. Terrance Samuels. Ms. Gi,elle
Ddreitos. and Ms. Norkea Baker of the Officer of University
Communications: and Mrs. Roberta McLeod. dircctor of the.
Blackburn Center.
11,e only instance in which BLAGOSAH faced real schcd·
uling re~istanC'e was a situation involving the Offic-c of the Dean
in the College of Art, and Sciences. In the aforementioned
insiance. Associate Dean Robert M. Catchings denied 1he use
of a Douglass Hall Smart Room to the group. which had invited acti,ist Keith Boykin (the President of the National Gay and

.

room 116.

.,

~ nl Mollemenh from orgamzmion rcprescntalivc, and 10 d1sto'rt

1he trulh. She also missed a lot in her article. At no point <liij'
she menuon the Homophobia Panel Discussion thnt took plllcl!l
1111hc Blackburn Center on 0.,ccmber I. 2000. Thisdiscusstu<t l
featured li\'e well-known speaJ..ers from the D.C. communil)\ '
including a' keynote adores< from Howard Alum and Mi•~•
Blnck USA 199-1. Deya Smith. Moreover. Ms. Conyers fai~d,
to rep('rt thnt BLAGOSAll distributed hundreds
. of free con,. ;
doms(Jnnle and female) to Howard Um,ersuy students O'\
December I. World AIDS Day. In the future. BLAGOSAJ:1-1
hope, that pre-. con>e, signilican1ly closer to reponing the rruth:
- Tiffany Cook-King and Sterling Washington, 1
facili1a.1ors o f BLAGOSAH
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--Why rm Wditing

PERSPECTIVES
So Fresh And
So Clean

(lust one man's view)

RAYMOND WATSON
Many of 1he 1hings r wrile about I wri1e 1hem.
s,because it's some1hing I feel, but also because it
aybe somelhing tha1 can help someone else in their li fe.
I chose the ti1le "Why I now wai1" from ac1ually two
pects; one. why I'm now waiting until I'm married to
ve sex and two. why I'm waiting to jump into a relationship with anyone. If this is something you can relate
tb. I ask you to read on. if not. then feel free 10 stop here.
, Anyway, I am now waiting for more than just a relanship with someone. I'm looking for a "vinuous"
man. Someone that can fulfill my needs not only
otionally, but spiritually as well. After about the las1
~ ur relationships I had that all wenttbe same, I just said
"i'ine Lord, I'll just wait untilyou place that special
spmeone into my life". Yes, they cared about me and I
dared about them, but in each one I was killing myself.
i~ivas tested in each rela1ionship because even !hough
\fO'bolh said we were Chrislians, I was bailling lo live
theArueChrislianlife, and 1hey weren'I helping me. Pri•
atily, what I was 1rying to wait until I was 10 do. they
anted right now. And I once read something I'll never
prget, it said: "You can choose not to place yourselves
ih10 compromising si1ua1ions that would call into ques•
tlon your integri1y.' After 1ha1 I chose to wail for that
s\,ecial someone who I could not only pour out my hear!
to. bu1 also help each other to grOw spiritually as well.
!l...rlstly, I am now wailing until I get married because
si>l;)ply pu1, I want 10 save myself for thatwoman thal I
plan on spending e1erni1y with. For me to have sex now
would not only con1radict all my Christian beliefs and
hun God, i1 would only damage myself as well. Yes, the
pleasure of the moment may seem 'good' at the 1ime, bu1
l'dn11ber wail for 1hc 'grealness' that is in store for me.
Rather thanfalling for the heat of 1he moment, I would
ask you topray for s1rength and try to just..... wait.

MICHAEL WINFIELD
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Notes from the
Grievance Committee
-20

KIRSTYN FIELDS

Greeting fellow Bison and congratulations on making
it J¥,ough the year 2K ! As the Grievance Director for your
UnUergraduate Student Assembly I would to thank you
foryour pa1ience and support throughout Fall semester.
A'1111ou may or may not know. the grievance committee
is'fesponsible for addressing issues brought forth by studen\s with regard to achUemics. residence life. dining ser•
vices and almos1 any other aspect of the Howard experience.
When the services provided by any of 1hese areas lea,'e
something to be desired. the ideal course of action is for
you. the sludent, 10 stari the ball rolli ng by filling out a
grievance form. From here. the committee is responsible for researching and clarifying the problem, bringing
the issue to the attention of responsible parties and follo)"ing up to ensure progress.
'9espite the G.R.I.P.E. Week campaign (Grievance
Re<;ognition: Inciting Positive End-results). which was
i111<;11ded to make s1udent.s aware of the process and
efforts to distribute grievance forms. it is evident that a
more aggressive approach wi ll be necessary this semestei!if we are to handle more than a dozen orso grievances
that were brought to our attention last semesler.
·le\v upcoming improvements in the process are:New
and improved griev-.u,ce forms (quicker and easier to comp7,file) along wi1h grievance boxes; a grievance web-page
twled to the UGSA wcb-sile featuring more convenient
S!JRJllission; grievance forums (lo solicit your inpul on
pr9J,lems and solutions); and this column, which will be
ruoweekly to share the grievances 1hat you submil. keep
you, abreast of progress being made in your areas concorn, and announce scheduled ac1ivities. I look forward
to-0 productive semester and together I know that we can
put'Some issues to rest. If you have any ideas for myself
o'¥,lhe grievance committee. please submit then to me at
k'fi~lds_business@hotmail.com.
Kif!'>" Fields is " j1111ior fimmc~ major from Declllttr. GA. aud a
VGSA ttt)rt semath~ for- 1/,e Sdmol of 8usi11ess.
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Howard University is Present in
Recent Major Political Stories
CLEVE MESIDOR
Howard University has been at the center of political
evenls lately. The Universily. one of the countries most
prominent Historically Black Unh·ersilies is not parlicularly known for its focus in politics. Still. Howard
Universil)' has its address in the nation's capitol where
all poli1ical issues are played out. So it may not come
as a surprise to many that Howard has been cited by
many media organizations as being involved or present
in many of !he major political slories being spun. Firs!.
Howard University Trustee, Colin Powell. was appoint•
ed to the illustrious position of Secretary of State. In this
position he will carve out 1he country's international policy. By associalion Howard U11iversi1y will stand at the
forefront of international affairs. As if 1hat ,vere nol
enough, Powell publicly launched a partnership wilh
Howard University and the State Oepartment to encourage students at the lnstitu1ion to consider careers in Foreign Service and provoke interes1 in world affairs.
Powell's appointment to the new administra1ion's cabinet come.sin light of ano1her nomina1ion. Thai of conservative Republican John Ashcroft for the pos1 of
Attorney Geneml. Ashcroft was defea1ed by the late
Governor Mel Carnahan in the 2000 race for governor
of Illinois. Carnahan's wife. Jean Carnahan, was
appointed to the position. As controversy and protest
swarmed Ashcroft's nomination for the position of
Attorney General, allegation that his views and policies
are racially biased persisis. The Bush camp has responded with the assertion that Ashcroft is not racially biased
bec.1use his wife. Janet E. Ashcroft, was on the faculty
of Howard University's School of Business from January 1996 until December 2000. Yes. it's true. This controversial former Governors wife taught at the notable
Howard Univcrsi1y's School of BusinC->s. Howard is
once again in the thick of it. As Ashcrofl faces allegations of raciaUy biased decisions, it is unclear if Howard
University's School of Business wanls to be posi1io11ed
among Ashcroft's defenses. through 1he University's
associa1ion with his wife.
Con1r0versies ~rsist. On January 18. 2001. the country
was shocked 10 learn that Reverend Jesse Jackson. a long
supporter of Howard Universil)\ 1101 only was having an

affair, but had a child with hi, mistress, Karin Stanford. a
Howard Unhersity alumni. 1lle 1wo met while Stanford
was completing her doctoral study in political science at
Howard University Graduate School. Ms. Stru1ford focused
her doctoral dis...enation on Je.sse Jackson's influence on
inlernational policy. The dissert.1tion was later published
as a book titled, "Beyond the Boundaries".
Where will Howard turn up next'? The Unhoersity often
referred to as the Black Harvard University. face some
questions in light of the recent publicily. Does 1he
recenl media references 10 Howard Universily posillon
the insti1u1ion in such a light as to continue the legacy
that so many Black leaders have forged? It is possible
to argue that any publicity is good for Howard University and reminds people that 1he University is present
:md active in various aspects of national and international dealings. No doubt Secretary of Stale, Colin Powell's. association with the institution will serve to
enhance its reputation. As for the rest of Howard's
im'Olvemen1s. it depends on the perspective a person
takes. It appears thal the partnership with the Slate
Department will help build on lhe Universi1y's existing
efforts in promoting international s1udy. Does the fact ,
that Mrs. Ashcroft t:iught at Howard's School of Business serve as testimony tha1 her husband could not possibly make racisl decisions? Or does it simply say that
Howard has among its faculty a dhoerse array of scholars and practitioners who provide di,oerse perspective.,?
The verdicl is still out on how 1he country is reacting
to Reverend Jesse's inlideli1y. The public may choose
to in1erpret Ms. Stanford a~iation with Howard as testimony that the University continues to produce lead•
ing scholars. Afterall. Ms. Stanford's dissertation was
published by State University of New York Press.
Howard University through triumph, adversity, and scandal. tlie world waiis for where members of the institution's
community will be placed not only in the political arena.
but the in the internniional world. Let's watch and see.
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Spelman and we are the lowest. Howard's current tuition is S9.745. which is less lhan
Morehouse and Spelman, whose tui1ion is
$ 12.432and$11,135, respectively. This is a
good deal we have here. Less than S I0,000
for tuilion at Howard. This is not any other
HBCU. this is Howard-the best. I would hate
to graduate and IO years from now, see Ihat
Howard has fell off or thal they were scaling
back on programs because the University
was in the red. I tell you, people want everything for a penny. Students, you are maximizing your dollars by going to Howard for
less than $ I0,000. You are getting your
money's wor1h.
Do not get this confused. I'm no1 laking up
for anyone in the A-building. I really had to
think about 1his, and what I'm writing makes
sense to me. I think !here are some things we
need 10 have changed. We need major repairs
for our dorms. Drew Hall especially needs to
be repaired. How can we complain about
where African American males are, but not
do our best 10 attrnct them? If the administralion is talking about raining housing, we
need to see results. We definitely need to see
where the money is going. Where is the
cable, air conditioning and working elevators
that you have been promising for years.
One source of money is alumni giving, but

He can be ,,.ached m 1/tehilllop @hotmoil.com

Clel'e Mesidor is a gmd11ate student at Howard
Uni,•ersity~ Grod11ate Sc/tool pursuing a Master~
degree i11 Mass Co11111111nications.

ifhe Tuition Schism IRA PORTER
I know by writing this column, students will
all me a fool. but I have to say that I am not
tally against a 1uition increase.
The Hilltop editorial board met with
omas Elzey. executive vice president. chief
~perating officer and treasurer for the Universil)' last week, and he explained where the
ipcreased money would go. Elzey said the
Jjloney would go toward securily for the new
braries. maintenance of existing buildings
n campus. such as the iLab and bookstore
nd salaries to reward the professors at
tloward.
IThat sounds cool to me. Why no1?
: Howard is an institulion of higher learning,
ut it is a business too. We don't see the bills.
mean come on, you want the iLab and
ndergraduate library to stay open all night,
ut you don't want to pay for the light to be
qn and the computers working? You want to
feel safe coming from the iLab. bu1you don't
,l,ant
to pay for the security to protect you? I
I
ke mosl of my professors. Howard has some
orld renown professors here, but you don't
[ an1 to keep them? They have to eat. Image if it were you. wouldn't you want a highsalary?
The Hilltop obtained a list of how much
oward students pay in tuition compared to
1ompetitive schools like Morehouse and

Raymond Wa1son wants to wait, he says. Well. I commend
him. Yes. yes. wait 10 have sex. Wait for the woman of your
dreams. while she has sex with }'OUr best friend. You can have
conversation with her afterwards. And it will be beautiful
conversation to cherish, such as the charming, "So what were
you guys doing?" And she'll say. "Oh.just ltickin' it." And
then the next day while eyeing your friend from lhe tinted•
windows of your Rover, you will ask yourself. -why are the
two of 1hem going to his sister's house in Virginia?" And
then that night (since afternoon has darkened to evening)
creeping in your bes1 friend's sister's bushes you can ask her
why she is having sex with him when you are standing outside after having followed her into another state wi1h your
headlights off and bearing yourself breathing loudly because
of the cocaine - you can scream 1his. in fact. and tha1 is when
1hey stop having sex in the second-story window and she
comes to the window fmme and yells, "What the hell is
wrong with you. Raymond?"
By all means you should wait as your best friend rushe,
downstairs with an aluminum bat and the busted-up Tims
he wore when he was in high school (lhat he just happened
to keep al his sister's house for some reason) and kicks open
the door calling you all sorts of slurs that you have never
heard before in your blessed Christian existence. You can
wait. Raymond. as your best friend rings up your ribcage for
standing on his sister's lawr coked-up and love-starved talJ,.
ing about God and pouring your,;elf into a woman. And then
you can clri ve your broken body home in your Rover 1hat has
busted up windows (not to mention spittle spat from the second-story window where your dream \\'Oman huddles in your
best friend's sister's bed sheets) and cries haplessly 10 the
white police officer who stops you be.:ause your windows
arc all busted up and your headlights and tail lights are out
because you forgot to turn 1hen back on when you peeled
ou1 from your best fricnd"s sister\ house. You can wait as
the white officer laughs and then gives you a ticket anyway
because he thinks that "you are a weak.ling."
You can wait in the courtroom when you go to contesl your
ticket because your mama told you to and the judge laughs
at you for wasting your time and then books you for harassment and trespassing. You can wait when your dream woman
sues you for emotional suffering and your best friend (who
still gi,oes you dap, though) sues you for sexual assault, charging that your invasive peeping caused him erectile dysfuoction and his and the girl's relationship ha, suffered. You
can wait when you have to drop out of college because the
lawsuit deplete, all of your savings and you have to ,ell your
Rover just to get by on a diet of beef patties and root bur.
Does any of thi s sound ridiculous. Raymond? So do you. If
you're a virgin. fine. If you don·1 like sex. fine. Why are you
writing about ii in the school paper? Doe, anyone care tha1
Raymond Watson is frigid? I mean. really. Girls? Any takers? Any sistahs out Ihere hungry for a man who doesn't put
ou1? Who won'! touch you? Come on down! If any other
frigid males would like to find romance on the Perspec1ivcs
page. plea"" ,end your Perspective, 10 Michael Winfield.
because HE IS A MATCH-MAKING SERVICE. RAY
MONO. As a matter of fact. ir there "anyone a1 all who
would like to promote 1heir vens,militudinous wholesomeness (read: weak game) as a ploy to get O\'Cr on unsuspect•
ing sympathetic Christian women. please ,end your Pcrspec1ives to michaelisafoolandwillridicule}'OU@yahoo.com.
Mic/we/ 1Vi11jield is tire &litorials editor fo r the Hilltop.

tha1 is lacking. Alumni giving is at 12 percent.
I don't if I should blame alumni or if I should
blame Howard for doing such a poor job of
contacting them. Both of them are to blame,
but more of the blame goes to Howard
because Elzey did admit 1hat 1he University
has done poorly in that area.
To The Student Leaders
You are to be commended for organizing the
protest on the second noor of the A-building
during the Board of Trustees meeting last
week. (Honestly. after what happened last
year when UNITY 2000 tried to protest and
the Hilltop ran the story about it and the picture we ran showed HUSA Vice President, Q.
Terah Jackson, with a bullhorn and the support of about five students, I didn't think you
would be 10 do that.)
I doubted you guys and I apologize. I know
I will get nack from you. You guys played
your part and represenled students to the
fulles1. but maybe the studenls are not being
fair. With all this said. I'm not said, I am not
angry that the Board of Trustees voted to
increase tuition. I an1 not one of these students
who didn't sit in on protest. but are steadily
talking about how they hate Howard and are
mad enough to burn the A-building down. I
will pay because in the end. my degree will
be worth it.

MYOB: Mind Your Own
Business
TORI MASON
ls it your responsibility 10 call Jesse out because he slipped?
No.
Unfortunately so many of us feel that we are personally responsible 10 let it be known that
we disapprove of Jesse Jackson's conceiving a child outside of his marriage. While it is a sad
circumstance, it is not your. my or our obligation to cast judgment on Rev. Jackson.
I have heard people say that he should step down from the pulpil because he is not fit to be
a minister. In what world do these people live? Where I live rninisler, are still 'men. While
they are responsible for leading God's people. they are still men.
These same people who scream in outrage about Jesse Jackson's adultery are the same women
and men who sit in the congregation on Sunday mornings fascinating about the good reverend as he delivers the day's scripture. How does Rev. Jackson's indiscretion pers9nally affect
you? ls he your minister. your father, your husband? If you answered "no" 10 all of these
questions. I believe it is safe to say that you should find something more to do wi1h your hme.
Your energy would be best used al So Others Might Eat or involving yourself in any number
of community service projects.
Tori Maso11 is a junior COBIS major.
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In the 1\lEAC: Lady Bison are undefeated (7-0); ,\Jen are (4-3) and on a 3 game winning streak.
A '1
is l\1EAC Player of the \Veek (3rd time) and leads THE ~ATION in rebounding average!!
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Jan. 29 & 31 - 11am - 7pm - lower level of Blackburn Center
As long as tickets are available

Best wishes to:
Women's and Men's lndoo1
@ Christopher Newport Invitational
Wrestlu @ Davidson College
Womer,
,_,
@EPMIBC
Baseb" @ Texas Tech

Dhision of Student Affairs
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STRIKE ZONE
The Howard University Sharks competed
against Georgia Southern University last week.
Story on B2
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A LOOK AT lliE TOP Sl'OR'lS NEWS & EVENTS AT HONAf/D NI) lliE WORlD

SPORTS BRIEFS
BILLS SAFETY CARJACKED
Two gunmen fc,rced Buffalo Bills safety Raion
Hill into his car and drove him to New Orleans,
where another assailant's car hit him. sheriffs
deputies said. Hill sustained a leg injury, lhe
extent of the injury was not known. The men
approached Hill, 24, about 7 a.m. outside a
restaurant in Gretna, LA. Hill told detectives
that lhe driver asked him several times during
lhe carjacking if he had drugs. The men evenNFL tually stopped at an ATM about three blocks
Ruion Hill
from Hill's high school, but could not withdraw
money. A black car then pulled next to Hill's
and followed ii. Hill was ordered out of his car, and the second driver
tried lo run over him, injuring his leg. The men also stole a small amount
of money and personal items from Hill. Hill played in eight games for
lhe Bills lasl season.
RAVENS Bus SACKS POLICE CAR
A bus carrying the Baltimore Ravens to the airport for their flight to the
Super Bowl collided with a police car Monday, but no injuries were
reported. The bus was taking players to Baltimore-Washington International Airport tor their afternoon flight to Tampa, Fla., where the
Ravens play the New Yori< Giants on Sunday. The players had just
lefl a rally in the city's Inner Harbor that drew thousands of purple-clad
fans. As the bus moved into the far left lane of Interstate 395 near
PSI Net Stadium, a city police cruiser sped up next to it and was forced
into the center median. The cruiser was sandwiched between the bus
and median tor a few seconds before coming to a stop. The bus eventually pulled right and continued on its way to BWI for the Ravens' charter flight. City police officials said the officer in the car was not injured
but the cruiser had to be towed from the scene.
CARRUTH RECEIVES
SENTENCE
Former NFL player Rae Canruth was sentenced Monday to at least 18 years, 11
months in prison for his role in the 1999
shooting death of his pregnant girlfriend.
Superior Court Judge Charles Lamm sen•nncod Carruth after hearing emotional
lestimony from the parents of Cherica
Adams, who was eight months pregnant
when she was shot four times in November 1999. She died a month later. Saundra Adams, Cherica's mother, said her Rae Cnr·r ulh
AP
daughter's child, born by emergency Caesarean section, has cerebral palsy. Adams, 24. was mortally wound•
ed in an attack prosecutors said Canruth set up to avoid paying child
support. Prosecutors said he used his white Ford Expedition to block
Adams' car so a hired gunman could shoot her.
CAPERS TO LEAD TEXANS
It's not easy to get the kind or e,q>erience that Dom capers has on his
resume: successfully building an NFL franchise tror11 the ground up.
That was a big reason the expansion Houston Texans made him their
first head coach. Capers, who took the Carolina Panthers from noth•
Ing to the playoffs in two years, officially signed a six-year contract with
the Texans on Sunday. "We've visited with a number of qualified coach•
es that we think the world of and any one of those coaches could have
coached this teamand done a wonderful job," owner Bob McNair said.
"But the only one that had the kind of background we were looking for
was Dom and that made him stand out." Capers will earn S300,000
this year, then begins a five-year contract worth S9.5 million. Capers,
50, led the Panthers to the NFL title game in their second year in 1996
and earned NFL Coach of the Year honors.
RAVENS COACH LETS

'EM

HAVE IT
Shortly after his Baltimore Ravens arrived in
town tor Super Bowt 'XXYN, head coach
Brian Billick walked to the microphone in his
first press conrerence of the week and
prompUy scolded the media for its pursuit of
the Ray Lewis saga. Billick said the press
was in 'an ambulance chasing mode' as ,t
attempted to ·re-t,y' Lewis. The Ravens lineNFL backer was charged with murder in the slabRoy Le" Is
bing deaths of two men after last year's
Super BoYA. The charges were later dropped when Lewis pleaded guilty
10 obstruction of justice.
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Resilient Lady Bison Beat 2 MINUTE DRILL
Morgan and Coppin State
Lookin' Good
With wins over the
Morgan State Lady
Bears and Coppin
State Lady Eagles,
Howard braces for a
MEAC showdown
with South Carolina
State.

By CAMILLE M. H ARVF.Y
Assistant Sports \¼>ek Editor

By TYRONt; MCCANDfES
Hilltop Staff Writer
f you line up the women's
basketball teams that make
up the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference, you probably
won't see much difference in the
teams. Everybody puts their basketball shorts on the same way.
The difference is that Howard's
women team has been beating
the pants off of everybody in the
MEAC.
Coach Cathy Pan.on\ Lady
Bison are utilizing a relentless
ball-pressuring press and turning basketball games into track
meets. ·'Jf we can get you to
rush and take a bad shot, then we
have done our job," said Pan.on.
whose Lady Bison are now 105 overall and 7-0 in the MEAC
after thumping Morgan State
107-64 January 20 at the Burr.
Howard hosted a Morgan State
team that was on a roll in the
Phoro b) M.rl. Col,m:u,
conference. The Lady Be.irs ~ad
just given South Carolina State Senior guard Chanell \\'ashingtou drhes iu for a lu.)'up agai~t
\!organ Stole. The Lady BiS<>n derea1td the Lady £agJes or CopSee LADY BISON, B2
pin suue roser up o ~IEACshowdown with South Carolina Stale.
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Hello. and Happy New Year to all. I hope that you all
enjoyed your vacation. I'm back with more opinions for the
'O I and I hope thata ya• II arc ready.
Contrary to common belief. I am not one to say l told you
so. However. I do make exceptions in extreme cases. Let ·s
take men's and women's basketball as an eJ\treme case. 1hope
that in doing this l don't jinx the teams as they prepare for
their games tomorrow and if I do-my bad.
1 told you that they were going to be good. The women's
team has gotten off to an impressh•c 7-0 start in the conference, under the guidance of Coach Cathy "Mama" Parson.
Despite some eligibility problems with a few players the
women's team is off to an impressive stan and, at the rate
that they are going. they will win the MEAC. They just might
win a trip to the Big Dance (The NCAA Tournament).
Thanks to the great coaching of and great playing by our
women, they have made it known that it's all about winning
and that's what they are doing.
The men have played good non-conference basketball
despite what their record indicates. There has been unity.
There has been communication on the court. Most of the
time the team seemed to click. No\\: as the MEAC race thickens, the team has been faced with a dilemma. Ron
Williamson, the team's leading scorer, was declared academically ineligible. Although that was a big hit to the team.
the Bison have shown that while they can use him. they don't
need him to win. His high scoring efforts would have helped
the team in the conference, but the team knows that they can
win without him.
The men arc at 4-3 in the conference, which is impressive to most Howard fans. For that we all have a reason to
cheer.
These two teams have been through some serious drama
and as a result. they have taken the lemons that were
given to them and are making lemonade. All that l can say
is that "I told you so." The good work will continur
because this year·s teams. both men and women. :tre good
teams. They may even be the best teams 1·ve seen ever.

Bison Stretch Winning
Streak, Beat Eagles at Home
The Howard Bison upset
"Fang" Mitchell's Eagles to
remain unbeaten at the Burr.
By Al,ICIA J OHNSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
Ali Abdullah led all scorers with 21 points
and 6 assists 10 spark the Bison 10 their victory over Coppin State 68-57 on January 22.
The Bi,on extend their winning streak to 3 and
remain undefeated at home. With this victory the Bison snap a t0-game losing streak to
the Eagles, which dates back to the 1994-1995
season.
The Bison C.'\llle out tentative in the first half.
Not scoring their first basket until 15:09 into
the game. Freshman forward, Seye Aluko,
(15 points and 6 rebounds) kept the Bison
close with his work in the post. A 3-poinl basket by freshman guard Hel<lma Jackson, who
leads the MEAC in 3-point field percentage.
and a lay-up by Aluko brought the Bison
within 3 with 1:06 left in the first half. Cop•
pin State forward Joe Brown, who finished
with 16 points, hit a 3 to put the Bison back
down by 6. The Bison trailed 19-25 at halftime.
In the second hnlf, the Bison stepped up the
defense. A steal and a lay-up by Ali Abdullah
made the score to 21-25. On the next posses-

sion Darren Kennedy (9 points and 6
rebounds) hit a jumper and was fouled by
Larry Tucker. Kennedy hit the free throw to
bring the Bison within one. The Eagles tried
to hold off the Bison with a powerful dunk by
center 1erek White, and a running jumper by
Michael Poster, (18 points and 8 rebounds).
but the Bison couldn't be stopped. Back to
back lay-ups by Abdullah and Kennedy put
Howard up 30-29. Howard and Coppin State
battled for the lead throughout the second half.
With 9:00 left in the game the Bison took over.
3-point baskets by Abdullah and Jonathan
Stokes (15 points and 3 assists) opened up a
7-poinl Bison lead. Howard led by as much as
11 during the course of the game. A breakaway dunk in the final seconds of the game by
Kennedy sealed the victory for the Bison.
.. In the second half we communicated more,
were more aggressive and we helped each
other," Aluko said.
"Everyone played their part, executed, and
stayed focused," Coach Frnnkie Allen said.
.. During the second half we got our rhythm
and attacked the baseline.''
Abdullah who leads the conference in
assists, is seventh in free throw shooting at 81
percent and tied for sixth in steals (1.67), said
he is thankful for the coaching staff"'They've
helped me in my development and in trying
10 become the floor general,'. Abdullah said.
"During the game the coaches gave us confiSee BISON, 82

Phoco by Mark Coleman
""'5hn,an rorward 5(-ie Aluko cu1i<en111110$ on " rree 11,ro,. a1tcmp1. Aluko
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There's No Place
Like Home
By TYRONE MCCAl'IOIF.S
Hilltop Staff Writer

,.

After her team played nine of their 1irst 10 games
on the road against the likes of Mississippi State, Villanova, and Colorado, Howard Coach Cathy Parson
was able 10 breathe a sigh of relief.
"Being on the road will mature you and force you
to become a team," Pan;on said, "But it's great to be
home."
After being on the road for almost two months, Parson's Lady Bison used two major scoring runs and
a handful of defenses to cruise to a 78-66 victory
See HOME, on B2

Less Than 100 Percent, Indoor Track
Team Competes
By StMONE BRI0CES
Hilltop StalTWriter
Howard's men and women's indoor track teams
took an under-manned squad to Blacksburg, VA.
for the 200 I Kroger Indoor lnvitational at Virginia
1ech University January 19 and 20. Despite the
fact that they did not have all their team members
present, they managed strong individual perfor•
mances.
Jay Colbert and Lance Gross rnn posted times
of 7. 10 and 7.28 seconds respectively in the 60meter dash Friday. Gross also competed in Satur•
day's long jump event, jumping 22 feet and 9.25
inches.
Toriq Mix represented Howard in the 200-meter

dash. finishing with a time of 23.47 seconds.
After running 8.3 1 seconds in Friday's preliminary heat for the 60-meter high hurdle, freshman
David Oliver advanced to Saturday's final, where
he duplicated his time. Senior Christopher Ezell
also comp<!ted in the final. finishing in 8.71 seconds.
Senior sprinter Tia Clemmons completed the 60meter da.~h in 8. 10 seconds for the women. In the
women's triple jump, junior Tilita Lutterloh leaped
37 feet and 3.25 inches.
In spi1e of the relatively few athletes who competed in the meet, Mix feels that the invitational
was significant for the ream as a whole.
"This was a big meet for us," Mix said. " Lt was
an eye-opener. It showed us where we need to be."
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Lady Bison Spank Morgan
and Coppin, Look Toward
S.C State

Bison Down ·~
Morgan State
By ALICIA Jo11-,so-,
Hilltop Staff Writer
Riding high on a victory by the Howard
Lady Bison earlier in the evening, the Bison
men took the floor Saturday night with the
intention of keeping the home crowd jumping. The Lady Bison had just siomped the
visiting Morgan State Lady Bears 104-67,
and the Howard fans wanted more. The
Bison gave it to them, as they defeated Morgan State 76-72.
For Howard (6-10. 4-3 MEAC), the victory marked the first time it had won two consecutive games since the 1998-99 season.
The Bison defeated Bethune-Cookman College 57-52 on January 15 in Daytona Beach.
Fla.
The Bison opened with nine quick points
to put them up 9-4 early in the first half.
However. the Bison went on a 3:31 scoring
drought and trailed by as much as seven
points midway through the first half.
Howard fought back after sophomore
guard Jonathan Stokes helped spark an 116 Bison run. By halftime. Stokes had scored
18 of his 20 points 10 lead all Howard scorers. as the Bison went into halftime leading
36-32.
Howard and Morgan State kept the game
close throughout most of the second half,
ne ither team led by more than fh•e
points.
With 3:36 left in the game, and the Bison
down by two. sophomore forward Darren
Kennedy. ( 18 points. IO rebounds), drove to
the basket ano was intentionally fouled by
Randy Dukes. Morgan State Coach Chris

a,

Photo by Marl. Coleman
Sophomore ror~ard llarren Kennedy shoot~ O\ t r 1,\0 ~torgan S1n1e defenders in the
Bison·, 76•72 , ictorJ tit 1he Burr Soturda).

From I.ADY BISON, Bl
its first loss in the conference and were ready 10 challenge for
the conference crown.
With last year's victory over Howard in Washington. DC still
on their minds, the Lady Bears came out strong. With leading
scorer Shakira Smith, who scored 12 points in the first half,
Morgan would not go away. Howard led by eight points at intermission.
The Lady Bears would make a game out ofi1early in the second half. Sherie Cornish's driving layup with 19 minutes
remaining closed the gap at 40-36. The electricity raced through
Burr Gymnasium as the Lady Bears sensed an upset.
The Lady Bison would do some jumping of their own-on
top of the Lady Bears. that is.
Led by Andrea Gardner, who Jed all scorers with 26 points
and I6 rebounds, Howard went on to outscore Morgan State
40-11.
By the time Morgan could get any kind of offense going. they
were down 80-47.
From there, the Lady Bison put the pedal to the floor, as Asia
Petty , who scored 21 points and shot 4-for-8 from the three- ,
point line. and Chanell Washington ( 18 points. 14 in the sec- ,11
ond half) took turns punching Morgan State in the face.
The last time Howard put up 100 points was during the 1996
MEAC tournament as they blined North Carolina A&T. 101-•/

Fuller immediately received a technic"I foul
after the call.
Kennedy hit both of his free throws 10 tie
the game for the eighth time at 64. Reggie
Morris then made one out of two technical
foul shots to put Howard up by one.
After a Bison timeout. Kennedy hit an
open baseline jumper on a well-executed
inboun~ play, stretching Howard's lead to 6764.
"We just tried to get shots close to the basket. which takes time off the c lock,"
Kennedy said.
Junior guard Ali Abdullah ( 19 points, eight
assists) went 7-7 from the free-throw line
and connected on a layup to keep Howard on
top down the stretch of the game. The Bison
shot 13-16 from the free-throw line during
the second half.
"I'm proud of my team,'' Howard Coach
Frankie Allen said. "They pi<lyed with
heart and emotion and they found a way to
win."
The Bison are off 10 their best start since
the 1997-98 season when they posted a
record of 8-20. 5-13, MEAC. In reference
to the team's more recent years. Allen said,
"We must put the miseries of the past behind
us:·
The Bison were able to secure the win
despite a great deal of physical play and
trash-talking by Morgan State players.
''They just tried to get into our heads but
we had to keep our composure." Kennedy
said. ''We didn't want to lose focus."
Forward Curtis King scored 21 points for
Morgan State. which has lost its last 10
games.
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Bad 1raveling Makes
a Bad 1rip for Sharks
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By C AMILI.E l\1. 8 1\RVF.Y
Assisrani Sportsllt!ek Editor
,.·'-'~ .,-·

After discovering earlier in the week that they had a w1i111
meet. the Howard University swimming and diving team
boarded their bu, Friday en route to Georgia. After a 12-hour
ride. the team arrived at Georgia Southern University where
the team gave a lackluster performance.
Just one Shark Finished in first place. Salim King finished
fi rst in the 500-yard freestyle with a time of 5.58.62. King also
finished second in the 1000- and fi fth ,n the 200-yard freestyle.
Co-captain Douglas Harris fini,hed second in the 100- and
the 200-y:ird breaststroke, as well a_, the 200-yard indi vidual
medle)t
A semi-impressive display was given by Charles Washington, who swam the 200-yard butterfly in 2: 11 .39. Washington
also finished the 100-yard butterfly in 53.68 seconds.
Olufolahan (Lubo) Oluwole finished the 200-yard backstroke with a time of 2.29.22. the 200-yard freestyle ,n 2.06.05
and the JOO-yard backstroke in t :04.36.
The women's te.,m fared about the same. Captain, Ngozi
Monu and Edith Rickett impro,·ed their time, 111 the 200frccstylc and the JOO-yard breaststroke. respccti,dy

.- ...,

Senior guard Nicole Jackson added 11 points and fre~hman ., 1
Essence Coggins dished out seven assists 10 help the Lady ,
Bison·s cause.
"'
Morgan State's Shakira Smith scored 19 points before fouJ .. ,.,,
ing out and Lisa Mickens added 15 in the losing effort.
,. ,
"We don't feel fatigue when we're playing out of spirit,'' said ,,,
guard Asia Petty, "Coach (Parson) gets more out of transition,. ;,
game and it all stems from our defense."
, oil
January 22. the Lady Bison traveled 10 a rowdy Coppin Cen•u.11
ter in West Baltimore. Md. 10 face a dangerous Coppin Staie d
team. It seemed the Lady Bison were still riding the wave from ,.
their victory the previous Saturday. as they shot 52 percent from .;;
the field on their way to an 85-70 victory.
.,_.
Led by Chanell Washington, who scored all eleven of her•
points in the first half, the Lady Bison jumped out toa 23-9 lead, '"
Howard continued 10 pour it on. as forging a 44-28 halftime lead. •01
In the second half. Coppin State would catch its second wind. !
Kiesha Brooks (21 points) answered a Nicole Jackson three- ,,,
pointer with one of her own 10 make th~ score 47-31. This ,,,
sparked a 19-3 Lady Eagles run over the next eight minutes 10
tie the game at 50 with 11 minutes remaining.
,. •••
During the Coppin run. Gardner picked up a technical foul as, cJ)
well as her fourth personal foul. foreing her to sit. With Gard-' ·
ner in foul trouble. Coppin State took its first lead of tbe game , L
on a Javonti Jones jumper with 9:45 left .
_-f
Howard and Coppin State went toe-to-toe for the next two min-.
utes. with the Lady Eagles clinging to a slim 59-58 lead on a •,.
three-point basket by Shannon Muir.
,.,Jd
From there it was all Howard. Led by Petty (21 points) and 1,w
an inspired Yetta Enobakhare, Howard held Coppin scoreless .,
for three minutes. The Lady Bi,on went on an 11-0 run to put ,,
the Lady Eagles away for good.
·ii
Si., players scored in double figures for Howard. including
Coggins with 17, Washington with I 1. and Enobakhare and
Jackson botll chipping in with JO poinrs.
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Bison Soar Over Eagles

From BISON. Bl
I
us confidence. we didn't panic, we stayed focused."
Coach Allen was thankful for ''The support from the fans and ,,'
the administration such as President Swygert :md the Acting
direi:tor of Athletics Mrs. Norrell-Thomas:·
··•
This win over Coppin Siate puts the Bison record at 6-10, 4-1 "
3. The Bison will face Sou1h Carolina State on January 27 in f
Orangeburg, S.C.

PholO by t,.•l ark Colcm:tn
The llo,\t1rd Shutk S\\irnme~ cc>mJk~ttd against Gt0rgi:l Southern Unher\it). The tram struggled in the meet o.her
u AfUt1ing l2•hour road trip to Ge-o~ia. The Sharkf next home mttl \\ill he ngainst the Virginia Milihl.r,> Institute
:U 61,,m.

Bison Stun Hornets in·Burr Thriller
By BRANDON M. BIC KERSTAFF
Sports 111-ek Editor
With 2 1 seconds remaining in the game and his
l<lilll down 63-62 to Delaware State. Bison guard
Ali Abdullah got the chance every kid dreams of.
A, hi, teammates, sophomore guard. Jonathan
Stokes and freshman guard Hckima Jackson
knocked the ball away from the Hornets' Marty
Bailey. Abdullah plucked the loose ball from the air.
He drove in for the lay up that sealed a storybook
64-63 victory o,•er Delaware State in front of 1.600
fans January 8, 2001 at the Burr.
Delaware State led by as many as 14 in the second half after opening the period on a 13-0 run. The
Bi,on made attempts at a run many times throughout the half. but had their efforts extinguished by
Delaware State's one•two punch of forwards Andre
Matthews ( 17 points. 10 rebounds) and Carrington
Hi ghtower (14 points).
After trailing by 12 with 6:38 remaining in the
game. the Bison went on a 16-4 run. sealed with a
three-point play by Jackson 10 tie the game at 60
with 2:27 renrnining.
Delaware State scored three more points before
a lay up by freshman forward, Seye Aluko. with 38
seconds left. which put the Bison within one at 62Photo b)· 1\1.irk Colcin:m
.Ali Abdull:•h ,cored Che game ,,innin~ b:1'\kCt as the 63. Jackson :u1d Stokes double-te:trned Bailey in the
Bi..on squeaked pa~t the Och1,,art State l-lom et\: la.~I back court. forcing the turnover that led to Abdullah's game-winning ba_~ket.
\\('t'k.

Miles Davis hurled a desperate shot from the half
court line that fell in10 the waiting arms of Bison
forward Darren Kennedy as the final seconds ticked
off the clock.
With the victory. the Bison (3-9. 1-2) grabbed
their first conference victory since defeating North
Carolina A&T 69-62 on January 8, 2000. snapping
a 21-game losing streak in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC). Delaware State dropped
10 2- 10 overall. 1-3 in co11fcrence competition.
"This win kept us from digging a deeper hole in
the conference," Abdull:>h said. ··Luckily. they
made a Jot of mi stakes. We just took advantage of
chem."
"I ' m proud they broke through the barriers of not
believing they can win," Bison Coach Frankie
Allen said. ''The kids rallied at home and got the
big win.''
Allen credits the support of the home crowd to his
team's success against Delaware State. The Bison
remain undefeated at the Burr this season.
"TI1e student body has really gotten behind these
guys and we really appreciate it," Al len said.
"Everyone ... the band. the cheerleaders. the
Bisonettes have all given us a true home-court
advantage."
Jackson led all Bison scorers with 17 points.
Kennedy also had a strong performance for the
Bison. turning in a double-double effort with 16
points and IO rebounds.
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A
tory over Delaware State on January 8 in their conference home opener at the' rt
Burr. With the victory Howard improved to 6-5 overall. 3-0 m the MEAC. ·:,'.'.
What looked to be a blowout on paper quickly changed as the Lady Bison,
started the ballgame without some of their trademark height. Center Yetta. n
Enobakhnrc (death in family) and Shauna Ruglass (academic trouble) did not ,.,·
suit up for the Monday night game.
, ;,
Senior guard Chanell Washington, the 5-foot-7 sharpshooter from Ft. Laud, ,,
crdnle, FL. hit two big three-pointers 10 put the Lady Bison up 13-4 in open- "'
ing minutes of the first half.
"'
"I try 10 set the tone offensively with the ball in my hands. by going to the ,,,
basket and getting fouls," said Washington, who ended with 15 points.
It looked like Howard would nm away with the game early but Delaware T
State, behind the play of senior forward Chavonne Stewart (14 points. all in '
the lirst hall). would not fold. The Lady l lomets went on a 7-0 nm to cut the '
lead to 25-23 with 6:28 remaining in the first half.
Later. with Howard leading 34-30. guards Essence Coggins and Nicole Jackson ignited an 8-2 run that put the Lady Bison up 42-32 at the end of the half.
The Lady Bison were able to do this with AII-MEAC center Andrea Gard•'l'"
ner scoring just seven points in the half.
:Q
It did not take the Bison guards long 10 find Gardner in the second half, as ~
the 6'3" sophomore led the Lady Bison on a 10-2 run thnt would stretch the ·I,
lead to 52-34. Gardner scored 12 second half points 10 finish with 19 points · l
10 go with her I6 rebounds.
The Lady Hornets attempted to rally, but Howard just had too many answers
on Lhc offensive end.

'.They're Coming ••.

Coggins Selected
MEAC Rookie of
the Week
Compiled from Staff Reports
Freshma n Esse nce Coggins was
selected as the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference's Rookie of the Weck for
the week of January 7-13 .
The 5-foot-9 gmrd from Richmond. VA
turned in a career-high 28 points and 13
rebounds in Howard's 99-81 win over
Florida A&M January 13. Coggins
scored a 10ml of 40 poinis, 20 rebounds.
11 assists and six steals on the week.

Photo by Mark Colem:.\n

~ta} 1\rned for the Bisonette of the Wc:t k. Onl~ in SportsUttk.

,.

Photo by Mark Coleman

·i•

''We gave great minutes when wc are rested, but wc sti ll need to light through , ;
the wall,'' Parson said. "Everybody stepped up for us tonight. I' m proud of, .,,.
the way we fought through the ea.rly part of our schedule and came together . , t

as a ceam.''

.11 {q

The Lady Bison got great play from Coggins (12 points, 5 assists) and Asia
Petty (10 points). Jackson also stepped up with nine points and live assists.
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We're Baaack!
To write for Sports Week contact Brandon at
806-6866 or clarkkent008@hotn1ail.co1n
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Is Howard
Color Struck?
Colorism on Campus
BY TA KIRA ALEXANDER

When approached wi1h the ques1ion of whether or not skin color is a problem on campus. I found ii difficult 10 answer with a simple yes or no. Instead,
I look 10 find the answer in my experiences in my three years at Howard.
If asked that question two years ago, I would have said yes. Mainly because
of the type of people I had in my surroundings. I would be with friends who
would hang out with guys who would prefer a sister of a lighter complexion.
Of course they would ne,·er openly state their preference, but the non-verbal
signals were loud and clear. Most of my friends with a lighter complexion
than I, treated me like a sister. We were and still remain close. However. I felt
they could never understand the discomfort and awkwardness I encounter in
those type of situations. I didn"t think they could relate 10 my pain. so I never
brought up the issue. I simply shied away from those guys whom my friends
associated with and made up excuses for not wanting to go to certain activities. and events on campus. I also could never forget a conversat.ion that my
friend and I heard my freshman year.
While we were on the shuttle bus. we overheard n guy tell his friend about
two girls he met. He told him that he had been talking to the lighter skinned
female over the phone and how he was disappointed when he met her saying.
"I expected her to be better looking than she was since she told me she was
light skinned'". Then to add to his already ignorant tone. said he met her friend
who was "cute 10 be a brown skinned girl". After my friend gave me a disgruntled look. all I could do was slide down in my seal and pretend I did not
hear what he said. When did it become cute 10 be brown skinned and a waste
10 be light skinned if you weren't up to someone else·s ,tandards?
Now true everyone is entitled to his or her preference. but what does being
a certain color have to do with the way your supposed to look? It was like
being in a bad sequel of school days. However. along with the new year came
a change in my surroundings. J returned 10 school knowing the views of some
may not have changed, but realiied there were many others who were color
blind. Still maintaining the same circle of friends. I also started interacting
with those who accepted me and all hues of black. and had no color preference when it came to dating. For them it wasn't about color. but instead the
attitude. awareness. and pride of that person. That's when I started to realize
that the color problem wasn't ··100 bad'". As a mailer of fact. skin color wasn't
a campus problem. but instead an individual problem.
This form of '"intra-racism" was taught to blacks as a way to divide out societ)'. We were taught that 10 be lighter made your life better than those who
were darker. Being with or marrying someone lighter guaranteed that your
children would come out lighter than you and would live a better life. The
mentality that a lighter complexion will help their ovcrnll status in life and in
their children's lives still carries on today in many individuals on campus.
I realized 1hat only the individual, who thinks like this. could change their
ways of how they view beauty. It has to come within that person . They have
to realiie with the racism that we as a race collectively encounter we cannot
afford to bring down individuals of similar backgrounds. My insecurities is
what boosted their egos and confirmed their idea, of what they thought was
better, these type of guys intimidated me. They made rne feel that I could
never be beautiful because I was brown skinned.
The more I associated myself with those who weren't colorblind. the less
color issue bothered me. It was all in my surroundings. that's why I felt the
way I did. I allowed myself to be submersed in a pool of ignorance and closed
mindedness. Now I don·, even notice 1ha1 problem anymore. I have embraced
black pride and love 1hat I was originally looking for when I first arrived at
Howard University. It's not about what color I am. but instead what is in my
heart, mind, and soul. I have become a lot more confident over the three years
that I have been at this school, and what was once a boundary is now a faded
memory. As I expect that there will always be racism, there will always be
"colorism", but I cannot live life through the picture that someone else paints
as lieautiful. I am better prepared to handle that situation and know that life
goes beyond this caramel complexion.
So now. three year.; later. ask me that same. I can honestly say no. I don't
think •·colorism" is a problem on campus. it's just those individuals who walk
around this campus with the problem. On a final note. do not expect others
10 love you if you don·1 love yourself. Remember it's the beau1y within the
soul that makes you glow radiantly in your tan, gold. bronze. brown and chocolate skin.

Child Rearing in College
Striking the Delicate Balance of
Books and Babies
BY SIMOl<E S. BRIDGES
Hilltop Staff Writer

Tukira Alexander

Te:alexandcr<,R:ihoward.~dl~
(202) 865-9730

Essential Musiq

It's 5:00 in the morning and Jane Doe awaken, to her alarm blaring from
her East Towers residence. She hops in the shower, gives her son John a bath.
feeds him a bowl of cheerios and gets him ready for day care. They both
head out bundled up hand in hand and stand patiently on the corner waiting
for the next cab to trek down Sherman Ave. It's 7: 15 and they're off. as Jane
prays in the back seat that she will make it back in time for a qijiZ in her 8: 10
class. This is just an ordinary day for her but to other Howard Students thi,
could be a nightmare.
Child rearing in college is one of the most disputable subject matter.,.
Attending school. focusing on your classes. getting involved and/or working are already challenging for the childless student. But when the question arises. whether male or female. to bring a baby into the world while
enrolled at school, arc all the pros and cons always realistically considered1
Can a student successfully raise a child while enrolled at school? There are
students here at Howard who have chosen 10 take on this role. They have
chosen 10 truly exert and demonstrate their personal strengths; some
strengths they didn"t even know they had. Ultimately, this situation requires
critical thinking and some serious self-searching. One would have to seriously evaluate their mental, physical, emotional, spiritual. and psychological standing.
No decision of this weight is easily made. The effects of nurturing a child
while you are a student can be both negative and positive. Obviously. the
stress can be severely overwhelming. Classes are already a prominent source
of tension; and being responsible for another life. one that you have created,
can bring an immeasurable amount of anxiety. anguish and pressure. Before.
your main concern was yourself; now the tables have turned. One must be
willing to make financial and social sacrifices for the benefit of the child.
And as a young adult that is easier said than done. If you think about what
the average college student enjoys and how much time they spend socializing. it may be hard to imagine bringing all that to an end. But on the other
hand. there are indescribable rewards to seeing your child progress from baby
to infant to toddler and so on.
Everyone knows the ridiculous costs of college and the 1011 it takes on either
you or your parents· pockets. After m~king the final decision to keep the
baby. becoming financially prepared is crucial. When that coat that you've
wanted for so long finally goes on sale, should you buy the coat or a new
stroller? Providing parental support especially during infancy is monumentally demanding. When you're remaining in school. issues like finding
a babysitter during class time and work is a mission. Ideally, you want to
spend the majority of your waking hours watching your baby grow and develop. But that cannot be done.
One concern for many student-parents is their parents. How will their par-

cnt, react'' Rejection from your parent adds to the already exii,11ng ,tress.
Some paren1' rcfu,e to pay for college now 1ha1 a baby is on the way. Then
the >1udent is left to continue their education on their own. Other parent,
offertrcmendoussupport. S1ill. the bulk of the responsibility lies on the student. AOl>ther concern i, if the student is raising the child alone. When both
parents are present. and have a consensus about the equal amount of energy
that it mkes 10 build a nurturing environment for the child. the accountability becomes even. However. in reality. the support from one's parents and
whomever they made a child with is never guaranteed . .
After the baby ha, arrived and one has continued with the academics. what
does the future hold? I asked a sophomore here al Howard (who prefer., 10
remain anonymous). who is currently pregnant and due in the spring how
she presently feels about her situation. especially since she has two more years
10 complete ··Basically. I have a strong relationship with God. I pruycd about
my decision and at this pomt I feel confident about it." She realius that the
next few years of her life are going to be the hardest ever. Fortunately, this
student has the support or both her parent, and sister.,: and. the child's father
remains in the picture. She will be returning 10 HU in the fall 2001 semester. I inquired about how she ~iews herself in the next five years. I was
impressed and inspired by her honest and rational response. "I can't really
say exactly where I will be. Since I'll be back in the fall there won't be a
significant interruption in my education. However. rm worried about how
much energy I'll have, but the bottom line is that I will have my degree and
I wi II be working doing what I like. J' m just gomg to keep pushing on."
The mental stute of a per,;on while they"re expecting a child and when they
actually have the child arc two very different things. I spoke to a senior who
had a child last year and continued at Howard. What he shared with me wa~
on a different wavelength 1han what I received from the other student. "If I
could do it again, 1 would have been more responsible from the beginning.
Bui that doesn·1 take away the fact that I love my daughter. It's hard. hard.
hard, for real!" His comments were dissimilar from that of the other student's mainly because he has been through and is going through what she
has not experienced yet. He remarked 1ha1. ·'Classes thM were already hard.
just get harder because you have greater concerns. there's days when I want
to explode!"'
Decisions. decisions. Raising a child is not an easy job regardless. But
doing it while trying to get a degree makes the hill steeper. When making
decisions about 1he future of your life. make ,ure the situation and the effects
of your decision are weighed sensibly. No one can be discouraged from nny
dreams and aspirations. But when certain situations arise. those goals may
have to be put on hold. or they may become more difficult than they really
had to be.

By J ONATIIAN C S tM S
Life & Style Editor
There are few times when there actually is a CD where all the songs on it
arc illadef (tbr you people who aren't from Philly that means hot). This rare
occurrence happened when Musiq: Soul Child released his debut album. The
CD packs a punch with the soulful incarnat ions ofR&B legends of Al Green
and Teddy Pendargrass. Compared to many as a mix between D'Angelo and
Maxwell, Musiq truly is incomparable and has a style of his own. The
Philadelphia native helps in highlighting his city on the map and truly is receiving mad "Love."
Musiq who carries notes like the 4,h Sunday soloist on his album "Aijuswannasang:· Philly's newest son really delivers from the first note to the last thump
as he proves his ability majestically. In the beginning of the CD the intro hits
with a Philly feel as he uses a guest DJ to ode '"Ugh 1-2 uh 1-2 l'm gonnna
introduce myself. M-U-S-1-Q from Philly." Giving his birth right to fans and
listeners, Musiq gives a crystal clear performance in his duet with local area
siren Ayana (from Aaries) in "Girl Next Door.'" Reminiscent of a High
School reunion, relationship gives liste1Jers many old school ideas of growing up but hits deeper as it reaches the depth of love. If Love & Basketball
would have came out this year then this song would have been the song representing the movie rather Maxwell"s. "'A Woman's Work." Just listen to the
words.
In the wonderful I don•t give a damn what they think song. '"You and Me'"
Musiq tells his woman "I don't care if you were a prostitute." This unconditional love shows Musiq really as he put all of his woman's past behind him

and wants to move on as long as they are together. The beauty of this song
lies directly in the message. The other strong song relies in the numerical
ghetto ballad·· 1.4.3'" (the numerical way to say I love you in pagers for those
of you remedial Howard students). Corny as some may think the song is, it
has very creative lyrics. The highlight of the album would definitely be the
two songs "Love" and "Settle for My Love." "Love··, probably Musiq's most
Unique song which is tearing up the charts and radio airplay. As Musiq said,
"I am having a conversation with Love, like it was right there in front of me ...
With deep words that Maya Angelou could only dream like "love s.o many
people use your name in vain." this song ha/l 10 be the favorite of many on
the album.
The next big song that Musiq blesses us with is "Your Love," which
partners Musiq up again with Aaires. Sounding more like a classical song and
a contemporary love song blended into a jazzy beat, Musiq adapts and shows
us why he is known for the soul in "soulchild." The only problem with this
song is that it is not longer than six minutes. This song teases us however.
After hearing 1his song, in which Aires steals the spotlight, makes us want to
go and gel Aaires' (an Alexandria native) forthcoming album.
And you thought 1 would forget the one song that created the hype.
Well who could forget ··Just Friends (Sunny)'" and its perfection. Question
why can this song still come on the radio we sing to it?
Musiq's Album has tight songs that give us a feel of him. However. Musiq contradicts his individuality by doing the track, "When the L is
Gone." which is a parody ofD"Angelo's "Brown Sugar.'" The ode 10 weed is

definitely the comic relief to the album. The fact is Musiq is the man and his
second album will be much anticipated. with people like Musiq in the business. it is making "Usjuswannasing...
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If You've Popped, Just Try to Stop!!
By JACQUELYN HICKS
We are all reaching 1he mos1 challC11ging part of 1he year.
Thanksgiving. Chris1mas. and New Year's are over and
spring break is staring us in the face. So what is the number one item on the "to do.. list for fun in the sun pre-plan•ning? Yes, 1ha1's right. weighl loss! !fit's nolhing drama1ic
lhen maybe it's just a quick live-pound loss you wanl 10
get oul the way before the snow clouds pass. The commercials are pretty blatanl and ,·ery convincing. They
tempi us enough to ac1ually buy or colllemplale buying
these linle pills 1ha1 promise fa1 to fall off like tender meat
off a chicken bone. The argument is true. that now
authorities have labeled obesity as a disease just like diabetes or hyper1ension. Anc.l just like a disease, pop a pi!I.
Righi? Well you migh1 want to rethink lhat. All palrons
of the this thirleen bi1lion dollar diet industry would
remember back in 1997 when Pondimin (fenfluramine).
and Redux (dexfenluramine), used in combination wilh

phentermine created the infamous fen-phen. and was
withdrawn frum 1he marke1 due 10 one very disturbing
side effect. Forty to Fifty out of i1's millions of users had
developed a defect called pulmonary hypertension and
30% experienced hearl valve damage. An anonymous
die1er right here on the grounds of Howard University
claims to have used fen-phen for aboul two months several years ago, He reporrs only feeling cranky. tired. and
dry mouth but no perks. His recommendation. " try
everything short of surgery to advance the weight loss
process." Diel pills have continued to be hot on 1he market. La1es1 studies by the Academy of General Den1istry
show that diet suppressants may not only make hunger
disappear but the salivary fluids causing cavities. gum dis•
ease. and general discomfort. So. be skinny and toothless.
it's all good! Sociely views such drastic weight loss measures as a seemingly heallhy norm. but is it? The new pill

that has overweight America again reaching for a glass
of water is Meridia. This new anti-obesity drug works by
controlling the serntonin level in 1he brain. therefore sup•
pressing the appetite. According to an article published
by Rilenco Associates, Merida ·s creation was to replace
Pondamin. Yes. you heard correctly, lhat was the drug
thrown off the market bul a new one was developed with
a very similar chemical s1ructure. Makes you wonder.
huh? Next, Metabolife 356; its online ad claims to be ..,he
ultima1e dietienergy herbal nutritional supplement prod·
uct today:• It supposedly burns fat and calories while
increasing energy and your metabolism. curbing your
appetite at the same time, Ronda Bokrarn. an Online
Health Center dietician says that each pill equals a half
a cup of coffee in caffeine and twelve milligrams of
ephedrine. a chemical stimulant. The Food and Drug
Administration has received reports on seventeen dealhs

associated with ephedrine-containing products. •· You're
taking a risk just by using ii ... Ma huang is 1he Chinese
herb that ephedrine comes from and is coincidently found
in many supplements. The side effects are restlessness.
insomnia, constricted blood vessels. nerve damage.
increased heart rate and blood pressure and memory loss.
Whoa! "My customers claim lhai it works," Bokram says.
Is it worth it' You be lhe judge. There is no denying it,
weighl loss is a tall hurdle to jump but 1he idea of swallowing harmful chemicals for 1he sake of filling the
Americar. sex symbol standard, just shouldn't appeal to
the average person. On the other hand America is a traumatizing society to exist in . Beauty and the superficiality of life are held in much higher regards lhan overall wellness. so a decision must be made. Will you buckle under
the stereotype of 1he super-model status or stay true 10
your temple and heart's permanent home. your body?

f!n1!!!!!1trll!'e nf Briefs
'

Aquarius
Stop running from 1he trulh. The secrets that you try
to hide will come to light. It is bentr 10 start planning
some damage control now. rather than trying to
explain away a lot of lies.
Pisces
Being in a new situation can make you foe) like a fi~h
our of water. Toke charge of the situation and you' II
find lhat you have control.
Gemini
Finding someone special takes rime. There is no way
to rush into two weeks. the relationship that it takes
some months to build. Take your time and thal storybook romance that you want may not come. but the
relationship that you need will.
Leo
Handle yollllielf with class and sophistication. Don't
get caught acting your won,t. Things count right now
more than you could ever know. You're being watched
even when you may not know it.
Tuurus
There is no I in team. Stop thinking that wilhout you
nothing can happen. You will soon find lhat that is nol
the case.
Cancer
"Love don·, live here no more;· has been your attitude
lately. When you least expect it, the love that you were
not looking for will find you and knock you off your
feet. Your heart will be taken whether you want it 10
or not.

Aries
Lately it has been hard for you to believe the 1ruth.
Stop bemg in dcnfal and accep1 it. The only way to
move on with your life is to accept this and deal wilh it.
Libra
Your jud~mental way\ are cau,ing you grief in )'Our
relationships. No one wants to alway, hear they are
wrong Take the 11me to evaluate yourself before you
try to judge someone else.
Scorpio
Someone from your past is urging you to give it
another chance. If it did not work then. what makes
you think i1 will \\'Ork now, Don't go back. Everything
that happens in life is supposed to be a building
block. a stepping-stone. Don't tear yourself down by
going hack to foolishness.
Virgo
Persistence pays and it pays well. You will be rewarded for your "don·, give up" attitude. Some1hing that
did not happen for you last time will be yours. Your
continued effort shows that you are a fighter.
Sagittarius
Don't let people talk you out of what is meant to be.
Have faith in yourself. If you don't who will? The
people who are telling you that you can·1are afraid
that you can and will.
Capricorn
It's your time to shine. Show everyone way you are
the best and always will be. Give them 1he chance IC'
see that what )'Ou have always been saymg is true.

Prodigy of Mobb Deep has compleled his film project
entilled .. Murda Muzik... The morie is wrillen, produced, directed and stars Prodigy and his partner
Havoc. Prodigy is hoping for a DVD release later this
year. Mobb Deep are also working on their fifth album
which should be released this summoc.
Mekhi Phifer and Beyonce Knowles of Destiny"s
Child will star in "Carmen: A Hip Hopera". The film is
a remake of the 1875 opera "Carmen" by George Bizet.
Mos Def, Lil' Bow Wow, Jerr11aine Dupri and Rah
Digga will also be featured in Jhe film. ·'Carmen: A
Hip Hopern" will air on MTV; this spring,
Wyclef Jean hosted a benefit concert at Carnegie Hall
on behalf of his charily orgaq\iation. The Wyclef Jean
Foundation. Wyclef perform~d many of his hits as well

as duets wilh Mary J, Blige and Eric Clapton. The
show marked the first time a hip hop artist has played
the famous venue.
DJ Hi-'Iek of Reflection Eternal is releasing a solo
album entitled "Hiteknology.. later this year on
Rawkus Records. Mos Def, Vinia Mojica. Common
and llllib K weli have already contributed tracks for the
album.
One of the hardest working men in the industry. Dr.
Dre. is working on his lhird solo album entitled
"Detox". After being the executive producer of Xzibit
and Eminem's latesl release. mixing Snoop Dogg's latest release and working on his next Aftermath Records
project. Rakim. There has been no release date set for
the album "Detox·•.

For the Technologically Savvy
by: ALYSHA

A.COBB

Living in the age of dot.corns, cell phones, and twoway pagers can prove to be extremely cosily. The
newest fad to hil the market. the Palm Pilot. is no
exception. The Palm Pilot is a miniaturized computer
good for keeping dates. storing addresses. phone numbers. and memos. You can download from the Internet.
send e-mails. and connect directly to your PC. Do you
know somebody else with a Palm Pilot? If so, you can
use infrared beaming 10 send messages directly from
one Palm 10 another. However. it is going 10 cost you.
Purchasing a Palm Pilol will run from$ 149.00 (Palm
Pilo1 m I00) to $499.00 (Palm Pilot FX), Ashley
Williams. a Freshman International Business Major has
bought in10 the fad. "It's 1101 only fun to play wilh all of
i1s many functions:· Williams said ...bu1 it is
also impera1ive as a bµsy college student,. William is
very fond of her hard drive friend as she said, '"it allows
me 10 quickly create and maintain a rigorous schedule."
Her Palm which she bought in September for school
from Best Buy also is grateful for her Palm because it

··keeps 1rack of lots of telphone numbers and addresses
as well as lots of other stuff."
But for the technologically savvy people functioning
on a college budget. there is hope. Casio has just
come out with 1heir own version of the Palm Pilot. the
Casio PV400. This palm-size pocket viewer possesses
the same organizational qualities-keeping dates.
memos. s1oring phone numbers and addresses. You
can still copy and paste from your PC. This new gadget will only run you about S99.00.
Unfonunately. there is a catch. While the Palm Pilot
provides e-mail services and infrared beams. the
Casio does not provide Internet access. The Palm
Pilot also comes in a smaller. sleeker qesign. while the
Casio PV400 favors a calculator. So. if you can not
afford a expensive. minialure computer with fullfledged capabilities (i.e. the Palm Pilot). then you can
always perpetrate with 1he Casio PV400-nobody
will ever know.
T,=•

Attention Howard University
Students and Alumni ·

HOWARD UNIVERSITY COMMUNlff CHOIR
Announces Our First Open Call of the New Year
Call ing All:
ALTOS
SOPRANOS
BASSES
TENORS
and
MUSTCIANS

,,

IL

Are you interested in teaching community college
students? If you are, or know someone who might
be, please plan to attend a get-acquainted and
informational reception on:

No auditions necessary- You must be dedicated!!!
11

Tuesday, January 30, 2001
6:45 P.M.
Blackburn Center West Ballroom
For more infom1ation call (202) 232-3466.
0 come, let us sing unto the Lord ...
Psalm 95: I

Howard University Community Choir
n,o m as K. Pierre Jr., Director
P r esents

Praise and Worship

February 6, 2001 5-7 p.m.
Armour J. Blackburn University Center
Room 142
Howard University
Representatives from the Maricopa Community
College District (Greater Phoenix area) would
welcome the opportunity to get to know you better
and inform you about faculty positions.
To RSVP, call Donna Schober at 480-731-8121 or
e-mail her at
donna.schober@domail.maricopa.edu

Back to Schoo l Joy Night
Jnnuory 26 . .200 I
7::"0 p.m.

AnUruw 1'..nnkin MC1"l'IOl"lnl Chnp,cl

•

l rowol"'d Unlvcr.-.ity Main Cnn"lpus

Adn,islllion Is froc-Jesu5 puid it ulll

But the hour cometh, and now is when the true worshippers sha ll
worship the Fathe r in spirit and in truth; for the Father seeketh such to
worship him. John 4:23

M

Maricopa Community Colleges
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,iDepartment of Theatre Arts

::Unleashes 'Woolf?' at Ira
jAldridge
I By SIIOl,.A ADltWU,\11
, Hilltop Siaff Writer

I

[ Howard University's Depar1mem of Theatre Art, has done it again. Faculty members
, and,1udcntscollabomted to bring Edward Albee's Tony Awanl Wi,ming pla)( ·Who's Afraid
t of Virginia Woolf?'', to Ira Aldridge Theatre. Wit. sarcasm and sex unite to create a the
unique production. which was directed by faculty member. Vera J. Ka1z. who has direct•
· ed more than 50 productions. "Woolf?" will be her farewell performance after dedicated
J 32 years to Howard University
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf' is a fascinating play depicting the lifestyle of two mar1
1 ried couple., where the young married couple are guests to Martha and George. the older
• couple. 1llosecouple.s courageously probe the diftict~ties and unrealistic expectations and
rniscommunications of their relationships 11iey c-Jught the anemion of the audience from
the energetic introduction to the captivating fmal scene.
Howard alumnus, Kim Bey. who has enjoyed a Broadway and television career. played
• the role of Martha and Profes<;or Ashley Turner played George. Together. they played a married couple, whose living room. in 1962, is the setting of the play. Howard sn1dents, Glenn
1 Gordon and Onira Sanerwhitc. pla)• a young married couple.
1 The sassy and sexy scenes. coupled with a little violence were personal. leaving the audi' ence laughing and nodding their heads in agreenient and challenging them to confront illusion and realil)i Martha's cliaracter. played by Howard alumnus Kim Bey. ponrayed an iron
llldy. very confident. controlling and an alcoholic who was loud but yet very classy and
• , elegant. Both she and her husband. George. were full of enthusiasm while George con•
, ' tributed a great deal of robust humor to the play.
' There ,vere se\'eml impressive highlights of "\Voolfr' that caught the audience's anent lion, such as the scene of merrimen1 where Martha d.uices with her male guest in front of
her husband. and also the very emotional scene where George tells Martha that their "imaginative" son was dead. 111is play ;~so had im.,ginativc qualities in which the srudents did
a demonstmted story-telling. creating a vivid image forthe audience. " I have an imaginary
picture of what Martha's father looks like:· said audience member Sarni Jones.
•
Find out for yourself what makes ''Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?'" such a remarkable
, griny and intriguing play. "Wootrr· will be presented at Im Aldridge Tiieater today. 1omorrow and January 31 through February 3. All showtimes are at 7:30 pm. General admission is $12.50 and Mudcnts and senior citilCns admissions is $7.50.

l

Phoco counesy of Fme AnS
n,e n,eatu Departmtnt ofFfoe Ar1S pratnts •·Wlto :\ Afr1,id 0/,1,,:inia IVoolfl ... Pi'ctured is rht rasl ofthe plaJ:
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Encounters with the Contemporary:
A Piece of the Continent

1

Bv K €NRVA MALtKtt R ANK IN
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Photo Counc.,} of Smithsonian lnMituliOn
Tire ,U11se. b)' G"arth Jtrll.\mm i'i on ,iet1' 111 Tltt .Vatfrmal .M ueuum ofAfrican An

I

lDC Salse~ Brin~ Latin
!Rhythm to the Millenium Stage
B Y J F.FFREV WILLIAMS

, Hilltop Slaff Writer

1 The John E Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts has ;ilways been rec' ognized for hosting.outstanding. plays, symphonies. and musical performances
I of every genre in its many concert hall, at relatively expensive prices. However, the Kennedy center. a, of spring 1997. has bmadencd its community basis
, by introducing free performances at the
Millennium Stage, an area in the Center's Grand Foyer that hosts daily performances of all types.As one of its scheduled performances for the month
of January, the Millennium S1age played host to one of the Metropolilan area's

l

'"Encounters with the Contemporary" is the Smithsonian's
National Museum of African Art's newe>t installment in its effort
to connect America to both traditional and modern African art.
The exhibit is comprised of 62 pieces drawn from the museum's
permanent collection and is aimed at representing the diversity of
the African Diaspora.
Thirty-two artists arc featured in ··Encounters with the Contemporary," with several of the works rotating 1010 the collection
every four month,. The gallery itself is a work of art. The lobby
features large windows shaped of symmetrically designed panes
of green iron. The walls arc of soft tan stone and the noors are of
rose marble. Circular ,1aircases descend into the ex pansive exhibit space. The Sylvia H. Williams Gallery (named after the museum's immediate past director) is typical. with white walls, high
ceilings and a cold. gray painted, concrete noor. yet the room has
a welcoming atmosphere. The artwork contained within is
enough to comfort even the most weary. Benches and comfort•
able couches arc strewn around and there are books on African
art within easy reach.
The works of "Encounters" CO\'Cr a wide array of 1echni4ues
and the artists represent a variety of unique experiences that arc
displayed in their art. Works from revered Afric:in modernist
innovators such as Valente Malangatana. Bruce Onabrakpeya and
Alexander "Skunder"" Bogho,sian ,hare space with pieces by
younger artists ,uch as Godfried Donkor, Yinka Shonibare, and
Berni Searle. Berni Searle's series. "Stain." features five printouts of altered photogrnphs of women that are centered around
the definition or the word "stain.''
In each picture of the "Stain" series. a part of a woman's body is
stained with henna dye to represent "trauma. bruises, abuse. disease, and eventual healing," according to museum literature. Each

most popular la1in dance groups. 111e DC Salsero, Latin Dance Company. The
energetic performance yielded a standing-room-only crowd as 1he designat•
ed seating rows directly in the front row were immediately filled to maximum
capacity. The group entertained an ethnically-fla,ored audience with
countless variations of dance styles to all forms of beats and music. The
absorbed audience responded appropriately with constant hand-clapping and
root-tapping to the sounds of popular artists such as Santana. Bobby Cruz.
and Jennifer Lopez.
The musical evening began with a unique twist as the opening number. fca•
turing all of the DC Salseros member.. clad in colorfully coordinated attire,
was an impressive showing of nuid dancing and back-and-forth challenges
between the male and female dancers.
As the program continued through each of its eight segments. Jim Buyers.
who was the on-stage host for the evening. kept the crowd at anent ion with
interesting facts pertaining to each of the different dance styles. He referred
to the Salseros' dance styleas "a loose, contemporary dance style" that had
the dancers "1witching around like snakes on a hot plate." The grace of the

photograph is accompanied by the same definition of the word
stain, with a different word heavily circled for each one. This series
is very powerful as it is a social commentary on the way Africans
are treated and perceived. or special significance is the photograph
that renders two feet. stained to give the appearance of a corpse.
The highlighted word of the definition or stain here is "'foreign."
Also poignant is the picture of a woman's stomach and pubic hair
with "impregnate" as the featured word in the definition.
El Anatsui's "The Ancestors Converged Again" is another cyccatching, thought-provoking piece. It depicts the ancestors gath·
ered together 10 express their concern 0\'er the troubles of today
and is comprised of 24 pieces of wood of varying natural color.
painted color, grain, and carved facial features. The grouping of
the differen1 kinds of wood and their respective colors represent
the unity of a diverse people. "I look at textures of my work in
process and I think about the texture and grain of Africa's history.
I look at the authentic colors of the different types of wood and
they remind me of the real colors of hisiory." says El Anatsui.
A visit 10 this exhibit is a must for anyone interested in exploring
the wonderful and intriguing art of his or her brothers and sisters
from the Continent. It is an exhibit for both the serious collector
and the novice to African art. as it exposes audiences to a wide
range of works. from ceramics to photography. from ink ,taining to
woodcarving. The National Museum of African Art is the only
museum in the Uniled States with a permanent gallery space dedicated to showcasing contempor:try African art. The museum is a
leading cen1er for th~ arts of 1he entire African continent with an
expansive collection of both traditional and modern works.
··Encountl!!\, with the Contemporary" is showing at the Smithsonian's National Museum of African Art in 1he Sylvia H.
Williams Gallery through January 6, 2002 . The museum is located at 950 Independence Avenue. SW Washington. DC. Visit
Monday through Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. For more
information. call 202-357-2700 or visit www.si.edu/nmafa.

dancers rhythm followed suit. At times, the choreography seemed so we11
rehearsed. it appeared as if the dancers' feet rarely touched the stage.
Though the DC Salseros dance group gave an outstanding performance. Har•
vey Valencia's "Origins of Mambo'' portion s1ood out itself. The percussionist
had a solo
act on both the timbales and the bongos. His quick hands and improvisational skills were well-performed as he went from playing each instrument
separately to playing both at the same time.
The variations in the presentation were as diverse as the group itself. DC
Salseros prides itself on being made up of many different people of various
cultures and expresses the combination of differences m it, choreography. Abo
eviden1 are the techniques that the group may have adopted from i1s international performances in six other countries.
The DC Salseros performa11cecan be viewed via internet in the archives of
kennedy-center.org. as well as other Millennium Stage events. Other daily
shows are available in live broadcast on the Kennedy Center website every
evening at six.
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August S: 1998
4:33 pm
You 1old me...

•

;
'

Cheri..

That you'd call me
Back
in 5 minutes
... Or was it years?
-My hean can't seem 10 tell the difference1
I I kept telling myself
I Thal maybe it's my number that you lost
Instead of the foelings that you had for
me...
Now I'm just waiting for you to conlirm
Whether I'm Mr.I
-Scratch 1hat-

I

-Whether I'm tlgbJ
Or 1fwc were-•
-Pardon meOr if I am ~(for each other)
A mar1yr of love am I
!Jut the irony ofil is that
Even aflcr all this time,
My hean is still.
...StillInThcProccss-

o,~

Breaking...

pre-SCHOOL
I bolster in happy as can be.
Because, I am a kid can't you see.
I want to run, scream and shout.
Because, that's what my day should be all
about.
Don't talk to me, as if I don't understand.
You see I epitomize the master plan.
The plan for a new beginning, yesterday is
gone,

and tomorrow's my future.
Give me the best your mind, body and soul
can offer.
And, I'll carry it further than you could
possibly dream .

..•

Because, I am a little adult,
that's really inside the incredible kid that
you see.

-MarcD. Lee

• ,_________________-_0_1_u_B_u_rr_e_11---1
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singing a rendition by l<eith Sweat
Or
Brian McKnight reciting the words of 'So Emotional'
over a honey and peach smoothee
You're truly
My vice
You taught Bleek to spell J-I-G
No L-1-E
My syllables are tempered steel smelted with the
gold of Africa, so you know
My word is my bond.

Body/ Soul and Mine
I

Jaded
Confused
Like a kamikaze mixture of
Big Daddy Kane and Michael Jackson::
You a Smooth Operator
Talk to me
Whisper life's secrets into me,
I respire your warmness,
You confuse me
You enthuse me
You can tie me up and rule me.
You are:
One part thug
One part mystery
One part soul goddess,
And you're all woman
I don't know if it's your genes
Or the way you fill out your Guess Jeans
Or the way you invade my dreams
You've got me blind and sewn up like invisible seams

I play the back role
Even though
Truth be told
I can smack more booty than
a Swiss boarding house dean
I've seen
The evil of men
The cunning of womb-men
And then with these same eyes
I've seen the epitome (no frontin', you the shit to
me)
Of God's creation
I said you are less than an Angel and
more of a queen than any woman,
pretender or lover has ever been,
I said I would, unabashedly

I compliment you because I want to compliment you
We're a matching set
Smoother than Billy Ocean

•

•

•
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would hold the tips of your lashes so you could
never cry
, I said I wou ld cook you dinner,
massage your back and feet,
pluck feathers from Italian geese
just to plush your seat
I said you don't show, or don't know that brothas
tap back and forth to audition for an episode
in your TV show
You a celebrity,
Jennifer Lopez could never be your equal,
your better or even act in your sequel
I said you make me dumbstruck......................... .

................ ·········

•

'•

-••
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~

.............. ....... .

••

-Wally Cambridge

']l(( tfie cou(d 6e's

and wou(d 6e's

are no more's and never's.
'No fieartacfies matter any more,

❖•

Pretty handy, considering you and your roommate stay up for 19 of them.

..

You make me lose my train of thought
I wish my arms were the size of the heavens so
I could lay the world at your feet
I said you make everywhere fee l like home
Andyougotochu~h?
Damn ...
I said you make me see my worth
Truth or Dare?
The truth is you should dare to be mine
Body, Soul and Mine

..
:feeCs
...
Uke
...
--~oo~:::
<·

Access your money :24·· hours a day:·

•
•

•

and yes ...sometimes it fi.urts,

'l'ni so fiayyy ...'l'm a fiayyy _person

~

Gut it a(ways feeCs ..good.

6ut...wfien '1 see you,
wfi.en you toucfi me...
'l'm 6eyond' my norma( fiiafi ...

fee(s (ife ... tfie ocean...
'.B(ue and wide and d'eey,

You e(ate me.

JeeCs ..Iife fire ...
hot andyenetratin8 and exyfosive,

1 fiave wfnas ...'1 sfiine...

my smife is wider...my mind' is more
ryen
my fieart 6eats fiarder ...my feet wa(f

fee(s life ... sona .. ,
rfiytfimic and me(odious and so
LO'U'I).

faster ...
Jeers Uke ... my sou( is suyyosed' to fee( ..
wea ri na down the fieeCs efmy favorite
f eeCs (ife.. Iove is suyyosed to 6e...
sfioes.
'But stiff.fee(s Cife .. yart of you is not
Wfien you Coof at me...tfiere is 110 one
e(se

ready to feeC .. me...
- Laiy'l!(ue

tfiat exists.

Days of Yesterday ... Days of Today
Yesterday
I cheated,
yesterday
I took love for granted.
Yesterday,
1 didn't realize what it was that I had,

today
I miss what I used to have.

Today,
I long for the love I used to

\

feel embraced by.
Yesterday,
1 had the love I cheated on, took for
granted, and lost.
Today,
I'm drowning in a sea of unseen tears, with
noone to be my life preserver;
I sit by this window
and see the reflection of weeping,
because
me,

<Js::> Fortune 500 company
<::Ir:> Work/life balance
Wellness centers
Development and Training
CE> Multi-cultura l groups
- - ALL OF THE ABOVE at the Princ ipal Financial Group,.

~

<::o::> Career

C

Full-time positions and internships avai lable in:
~ Accounting & Math
\\:11th a great 10 1.11 (;011\(')(.'0">>Hinn

p:t('k.1s;L" .ind c1..,lul ,,•ork

ci:::::, General Business
~ Marketing & Communication
CD Information Technology
CE::> Custom or Service
~ Investments & Finance

cnviro mcnt,dH>O~{ng the

Pnm.•ip.11 Pin:mu.d Group
is tht.,• rl}tht

: 111:-.wi..·1

Please send your resume to :
The Principal Financial Group
IIR Employment-C<IOISffiVDU

Des Moines, IA 50392-0550

PLAN AHEAD . GET AHEAD."

www.pri n c ip a l. com/ca mpu s

,,'

•

•

don't
let myself cry.
Today,
I look for what 1 had

yesterday,
but since they say that
yesterday
is over and gone,
what do I do?
I just find myself wanting to feel that love,
share that love,
and just be lost in that cloud of happiness
that I once felt.
but until I find that love
today,

.,
\

'

I

Fax 1.800.388.4740

AA/ EEO Employer

•

I

.....:.a.:.,, ,.,=M.
a::, Actuarial Science

'

guess I'll still be caught up in the days of
yesterday.
-R.L.W.

.

"
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Howard University Division of Student Affairs
,
Office of Residence Life

2001-2002

'I

,,

I

Qualifications: Undergraduate - Sophomore, Junior, Senior - 2.5 (GPA) average.
Residence Hall occupant for a minimum of one academic year, a record of active
participation and positive leadership in hall programs and activities.

Responsibilities: R.A.s work under the supervision of Community Directors, work
a minimum of ten (10) hours per week, assist with hall openings and closings, work
'
' to 60 students occupying a corridor, assist with hall programs and activities,
with
40
attend all meetings called by the Community Directors, and assist with administrative
· responsibilities.
"

·,

•' Employment: Is for one year and includes a taxable stipend of $1,000.00, paid in
monthly installments plus free room rent for the academic year. Reappointment for
a second year is possible, but requires a new application.

'

\

I

..

'I

r: ...:.

We Need Good People
Interested in Self Developnient
and Helping Others

••
THE HILLTOP
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BIO

going on in de????

January 26th-February 1st
Who said that DC HipHop didn't exist? Come
check out Team Demolition at the 9:30 club on
saturday.

•

,

...

j

Sunday, 28th
Saturday, 27th

Friday, 26th
Like basketball, but not quite. I\ Wizards fan'! The Dematha
lnvitational boys and girls ba">Mt)>nlj tourl)ament happens today
at 3pm at the MCI Center. ~ I PStreet. Tickets arc only S7.50 to
S25. For informatiQn. call 202-&28-3200.
•'

, .;..
,t
.., •: ""i.,~

l f'

•'

Are you angry? Fed up? Well.joi~ others like yourself and
vent today at the Warner Theatre. 1299.,Pennsylvania Avenue
NW, for performances of "'Diary ot' a MlN Black Woman.. at 3pm
and 8pm. Tickets are $22.50. $34.50. For information. call
202·783-4000.
\

Go Hoyas! Georgetown lakes on Notre Dame at 12pm at the MCI
Center, 601 F Street. Tickets arc $5-$50. For information, call 202628-3200.
Calling all collectors! Curator Elizabeth Harney leads collectors,
gallery owners, scholars. and artists in a discussion of the current market
for African art at the Nationa.1Museum of African Art. 950 Independence
Ave. SW from 1pm to 4pm. It's FREE. For information. call 20.2-3572700.
Just in case you are still a Wizards devotee, they play the Phoenix
Suns at 8pm at the MCI Center, 601 F Street. Tickets are $10 - $325
(what?). For information, call 202-628-3200.

Jazz connoisseurs won't want to miss popular saxophonist
David Sanborn at the Birchmere •. 37Q1 l\'.lount Vernon Ave ..
Alexandria (Va.) at 7:30pm. Tickets ,ue S39.50. For informa•
tion. call 703-549-7500.
For the light-hearted romantic, "The Wedding Planner:· a
comedy about a groom-to-be who falls for the woman planning
his wedding, opens today starring Jennifer Lopez and Matthew
McConaughey. Check local llstipg, tor .theater$ and showtimes.

If you've never been to the 9:30 Club, 815 V St. NW, be there tonight
when Pocm-cecs perform with Infinite Loop and Toam Demolition.
Admission is only $8. For information, call 202-265-0930.

Go Bison! Howard"s Women and Men basketball teams take
on North Carolina A&T at 6pm and 8pm at Burr Gymnasium.
2400 Sixth St. NW. General tickets are $6 to $10.
D.C. m,th·e and acclaimed poet, Eliz;ibeth Alexander will
present poems from her written collections. which include
"Body of Life'' and ·'The Venus Hottentot"' at the Folger
Shakespeare Library. 20 I East Capitol Street, SE. Poet Marie
Howe will also share her works from "The Good Thief' and
"'What the Living Do." The evening includes a dinner at
5:30pm and a reception and readings at 8pm. Admission is
$10 or $40 with dinner. For information. c.1ll 202-544-7077.

•

•

Super Bowl. Super Bowl XXXV. Baltimore Ravens vs. New
York Giants. Kerry Colli ns and Ray Lewis. Need I say more? Of
course. if you don"t have a big screen TV. check out these local
,ports bars: ESPN Zone (555 12'h St.). F Street Sports Bar (601 F
Street). Fanatics ( 1520 K St.). or Gnmd Slam (1000 H St.).

..
•

If the Super Bowl means nothing to you, some dancing may do
you good. Enjoy the Jazz Dance Concert at Dance Place. 3225
Eighth St. NE. featuring Jump Rhythm Jazz·s trademark style:
high-energy bursts of moody rhythms to the syncopated sounds of
,winging jazz music. blues. Latin jazz and jazz-tinged funk. The
slrow starts at 4pm and tickets are $15 ($ 12 in advance). For
information. call 202-269-1600.

Tuesday, 30th
lnspirational sp~aker and author lyanla Vanzant will dis•
cuss her new book "'Daily Devotions for Spiritual Growth and
Peace of Mind·· at Oxon Hill BrJnch Library. 6200 Oxon Hill
Rd .. Oxon Hill (Md.), from 12pm to 2pm. h"s FREE. For
information. call 301-839-2400.
Sherry We:ner presents a discussion focu,ing on black
women writers in the 20'" Century at Martin Luther King Jr.
Memorial Library. 901 G Street. at 7pm. It's FREE. For
information. call 202·727-0321 or visit Error! Bookmark
not defined ..

.•
...
•

If )Oil want Super Bowl and dancing, see you at Zanzibar"s
Super Bowl Party, 700 Water St. SW. with the sounds of Majic
102.3. For information. call 202-554-1900.

••
•

,..
...

-

Wednesday, 31 st

'

Monday, 29th

•

~

The Bison women and men will play University of Md.
- Eastern Shore at 6pm and 8pm. at Burr Gymnasium.
2400 Sixth St. NW. General tickets are $6 to S I0.

...-•.
..

,

•

•:

Thursday, 1 st

•

•

~

It's poetry night at the Kaffa House. 1212 U St. NW. from 7pm to 10pm.
Grab the mic and listen to music from around the world on two floors of entertainment. For information. call 202-462-1212.

Howard University's College of Arts and Sciences
Division of Fine Arts / Department of Theatre Arts
presents

.....
,JI

Scholars of Ralph Bunche's life will come together to di scuss his legacy at
the Library of Congress. IO First Street SE. from 9am to 12pm. Participants
include Brian Urquhart (Bunche"s closest colleague and successor as U.N.
Under Secretary General}. Dr. Benjamin Rivlin. Dr. Robert Edgar and Dr.
David Levering Lewi>. The program will be moderated by Ambassador Don•
aid McHenry. It's FREE. For information. call 202-707-8000.
~

..."'
~
"'•

.

~

....

•

-

I

I)ix•-ectxd by

Vera J. Kat.2
•

I.

•

,

IRA At:D,RIDGE THEATER
I

•

.

Jan. 24-27, 31 ·, Feb. 1 - 3, 2001, 7:30 pm
General Admission: $12.50
Students & Senior Citizens: '$7 .50
,,

For More I nformation: (202) 806-7700

--..
I

...

..
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••• l>are to Be Heard
•

A family of brokerage, consulting

, ..•

and consumer insurance companies
providing innovative solutions for
diverse businesses, financial
institutions, governments and
individuals worldwide.

f

.,.

Discover your future @
www.aon.com
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we can make
a world of difference
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All HILLTOPICS
The Ladies of Zeta Phi Beta
' are due, paid in full,
PT HIV/AIDS Prevention Outreach
Incorporated, Alpha Chapter
the Tuesday before
Worker for special needs population.
• t' d t
Must have some HIV/AIDS knowledge.
invites you to partake in an
bl
PU I Ca 100 a e.
Fun environment and flexible schedule,
evening of elegance. BLUE
Announcements by
local travel required, $9-$13 based on
•
campus organ1zaexperience. Please call 202-939-0911 or
NIGHTZ AND WHITE
tiOllS for meetings,
fax resume to 202-393-9049. Attn HIV
STARZ : SOIREE.
seminars· or nonprof- 1--Pr_o_gr_a_m_o_r_em_ai_l_to_L_a_in_in_i_@_a_ol_.c_o_m_.
it are charged as
ARE YOU GRADUATING?
When: Sat., January 27, 2001
Join Teach For America
individuals advertisTime: 7:20 PM
(An
Americorps
Program)
ing for the purpose
Where: Blackburn Restaurant
ALL MAJORS WELCOME.
of announcing a serWe offer a regular salary PLUS $9450
Attire: After 5
vice, buying or sell- toward school loans. Call (202) 865-8890 ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
for more infonnation. Also, come see us
ing are charged $5
THE SHOOTER AND THE
in
Blackbum
5-7
pm
Monday,
Feb.5th,
for the first 20 words
FINAL DEADLINE FAST
SLAYER OF TRUTH
and $1 for every
APPROACHING!
WOULD
LIKE
TO
CONadditional five
Apply at www.teachforamerica.org by
GRATULATE OUR
February 26th.
words. Local compaRESILIENT SOROR ON
nies are charged $10
SERVICES
THE BIRTH OF HER SON
for first 20 words
Yaa's Mankosa's African Hair Braiding BRANDEN DEJUAN SMITH
and $2 for every 5
Service
words thereafter.
Convenient House & Dorm Visits
YES .. .! KNOW THAT YA'LL
Personal ads are $2
Best Prices in Town
THOUGHT THIS WAS THE END OF
Call for an appointment
for the first 10 words
1 HOW
SPICE,
BUT
I'M
BAAAACK
(202) 234-2726
and $1 for every
COULD I LIVE WITHOUT JTS- WE
or
additional 5 words.
GOTTA DO THAT PARTY B4 I GRAD(202) 258-8268
ANNOUNCEMENT

Student Prices:

N-8, PORTER - FAKE THUG, CHRIS
- MY P. BOY, CURLY-HEADED
YOUNGIN', SUPERMAN, SHANNON
+ MICHELLE - THE LATE-NIGHT
HONIES, HUG - YO, SON,
UMTHA'W2M, N'SENGA - MORE
ON THE PANDAS!, TORI - I'LL MISS
YOU SHORTIE, MIKE- YOU,
MORALMAN, YOU, AllGHT, IT'S
2 AM, GOTTA GO.
Love, the B.Y.Love.2.Hate.,
GINGER S.

Human Hair Micro- $130
THE INTERNATIONAL PALS lndiv. Braids shoulder length-$120
Bob- $100
WANTYOU 1
Applications for new international Pixie- $120
pals are available in the office of Senegalese Twist- $130
Yarn- $130
International Student Services.
And More...
Room 119. Blackbum Center.
Stylist Professionally Trained
Domestic and International
in West Africa (Ghana)
Students are welcome.
" I do your hair right the first time"
Prices do not include hair.
Get ready the 200 I Youth Summ1t·
The brothers of
is coming in April. We are cur- J-"P-a-th_w_a_y_s-C-ha_rt_e_r_B-us_S_e_rv_i-ce-,-offi_e_r-in-g-1 Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Alpha Chapter
rently looking for dedicated volunwould like to extend thanks to the
teers to assist in this effort. This daily services starting February 8th, 2001,
invites you to bid (name your own price) Howard University community on behalf
theme for this year's Youth
of the
't · Sh· · ~h
h
for a minimum of two seats, for ~ravel
•Surruni is_ Lning 1 ' roug :
National Children's Medical Center
L d · h · fi
N E
o
either one-way or round-trip, to Boston,
e~ ers Ip or a ew ra. ur
for gifts donated to the
·
t
b
t
th
New
York
City,
Philadelphia
on
our
goa I IS O com a e
Angel Tree Christmas Proiect
·
1·t· · · t'
d th
luxurious 54 passenger, lavatory and video
J
inequa t Jes, IUJUS ices an o er
Special thanks to Dr. Chambers, Ms.
.
·tu t·
· th
h I
equipped motor coaches. Travel must
nega tIV~ SI a ions in e sc 0
Freeman, Mr. Samuels & the Student
begin
within
48
hours
of
your
acceptance
sys tem and to show our young
Activities staff!
African-American leaders how to
offer. You 1nay telephone Pathways at
rise above the negativit. Fellow
917/686/8715, or e-mail us at
To the Fabulous, Quentissential, Hattie
bison, we hope that you support
PAM2349@Juno.com"
in Red ...
this critical effort. To learn more
Please Continue to Contolu the beats and
Cap
City
about the Youth Summit and volwork out that "La-Haaa" for all the kids
Negro
League
Collection
unteer, please contact the Howard
who aren't blessed with the skills! We'll
World's
Freshes(
Ball
Caps
University Student Association at
all help you move in this weekend! Keep
(202)
722-070
I
202-806-7007 or Melva Jones at
siniling!
1-800-223-8250
240-462-8032 and Tene Harris at
-Illa B*@#h
202-387-7544. Or you may email
Students Faculty Staff
us mljones@howard.edu or taharAttention all Students:
Top
Prices
Paid
ris@howard.edu. Look for
Need a good workout?
for
Used
and
Unwanted
Textbooks.
flyers soon for ·more volunteer
Cardio Aerobics 6-7
Taj
Book
Service
Opportunities.
Abs Express 7-7:30
(202) 722-070 I
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
1-800-223-8250
Happy Que Year ls Coming...
in Lower Burr Gymnasium
Get Ready to Get Crunk!!!
Attention MCs and Spoken Word Poets
Need hot beats to spit on? Holla at Raven
Attention: H.U. Comedians!!
at Eccenik@aol.com and let's make it
Looking for Comedic talent
for
___
hap_pen_.
Student Comedy Show
JAM DOUNG STYLE CUISINE
March 3rd
1726 North Capital Street, NW
Big Cash Prizes
Washington, D.C. 20001
Candidate Applications are
Winner opens for a National Act
Mon. thru Thurs. 11:00-9:00pm
•Appli~ations available now
Now Available in Blackbum
Fri.
&
Sat.
11:00-10:00pm
UGSAOffice
Room 116.
Sundays 11:30am to close
Suite I 08 Blackbum

°

''

,

.
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THE PEPSI BOTTLING GROUP

Howard Students
Join a World-Class Leader in the Beverage Industry!
The Pepsi Bottling Group, a leader in the beverage industry, is seeking
dynamic, highly motivated individuals for a unique and challenging
•
experience ...
Winter Intern

. Job Title:
Nun1ber of Positions:
Duration:
Stipend:

4

Location:

Pepsi Bottling Group's Chesapeake Market Unit
(Baltimore-Washington, D.C. area)-local travel required
Approx. 15-20 hours per week
Vary, based on assig1m1ent - Hours of Operation
6:30 am - 8:00pm
Director of Sales/ On-Premise

Work Week:
Hours:
Reports To:

Job Summary:
This individual will for assist Sales, Operations and/or Marketing personnel to execute
specit1c programs and strategies, including product availability, at the customer level in
order to enhance Pepsi's overall presence and sales performance.

Qualifications:
o Juniors and graduate students preferred (will consider sophomores)
o Attention to Detail
o Ability to work independently
o Qood interpersonal skills
o Good comn1unication skills
o · Good time management skills
c Good organizational and prioritization skills
c Prior work experience preferred
(Consumer Products experience if possible)
c Interested candidates must have a car
o Ability to lift a 1ninimw11 of 25 lbs.
o Must be a current Howard student in good standing

PERSONALS

FOR RENT
N.W. -HOUSE TO SHARE
Near Howard Univ. Beautifully
Renovated Victorian House.
Clean, Bright Atmosphere
$400.00-$450.00/month
Call (301) 891-0250

SENIORS
Let the countdown begin!!!
E' please stay in DC?????

Hey D', I am feeling like
some Legal Seafood this weekend.
What's UP!!!!!

ienue
'Quality Cleaning for Our Community'
1

,

guxedtt 9wdal6
.NOOJ lluaita8lt

Applications are Available
Until
January 31, 2001.

( under new management )

Deadline for Applications is
January 31, 2001 at 5:OOPM.

20% Discount on All Prepaid Dry Cleaning

One time for Brakkton with that red
Koolaide and that moon pie ..... mmmmm
Thanks to all those "folks" who came
out in the snow this past Saturday!
Special thanks to the Ladies of Delta
Sig,na Theta Alpha Chapter & The
Baltimore Club! Super thanks to
Ms. Faison &Jalanie
-Selmo-

Dry Cleaning ♦ Expert Tailoring
( )p

r

■

Sur

■ dc3ysl

11

Very Large Beautiful Victorian
Congratulations!! Dr. Chambers on your
For Rent. 5 BR with complete
new position. We wish you the best.
basement. $ I 900 per month. Also
have single rooms available from 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 -Undergraduate Student Assembly
. $250-650 per month. Please call THANKS SO MUCH 907/5 FOR BEING J - - - - - - - - - - - SO SUPPORTIVE OF ME.
Janet for'more info. (202) 841Phi Sigma Pi
THAT'S WHAT FRIENDS ARE FOR
6725.
National Honor Fraternity, Inc.
1-------------i
-LOVE 901
Alpha Tau Chapter
Female To Share Large Two Story, 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - Presents
2 BR from Med/Dent. School
Thanks so much Tori for everything. This
MEET NIGHT
W/D, WWC, A/C, Good Security.
section would not have been possible
Friday, January 26, 2001 @ 7:16pm
202-723-4242. Call Anytime.
without you. Just remember, Cheesecake
in Blackbum Forum
is on me whenever?
and
Jo"Nathan"
FORMAL RUSH

·'

HELP WANTED

Wanted
Georgia Ave Kleanors is hiring
Staff and Drivers for our 2626
Georgia Ave, Wash. location
(across from School of Business)
and our new 1331-l:l Rockville
Pike, Rockville, MD location.
Please Acquire within ...
·,. I

.

~-i •J,:
.' t

Congratulations to the staff
for another excellent iS:sue! !!!

'

Interested candidates should submit resumes to: Juanita Edwards, Howard
University, Auxiliary Services, 2244 Tenth Street, N.W ., Washington, D. C. 20059

Gener al
--Elections 2001

UGSA announces the 7th Annual
Black Beach Spring Break in
To Alpha "A" and Beautiful "'B":
Ochos Rios, Jamaica Interest meet- How may I serve thee? Thy servant lies
ing. Want to go free or at _discount patiently in waiting. Oh, butj'ai deux
rate, come to interest meeting.
amours! THY writings cause my heart
7:00 pm Monday
to tremble, but YOUR words stir my
Blackbum Center
heart to joy. Speak thee truth, most
Call UGSA for details.
gracious lords .•.

Ten weeks (Start Date flexible)
$15.00 per hour

'· .

~

Thank you all L&S writers!!

Monday, January 29, 2001 @7:l6pm
in Blackbum Forum

Congrats Jo "Nathan". Great
Job! - Jason
2.13.01
.. .Remember the day

This Issue Is Dedicated To
Lady Hattie Foster,
Mother to us All
and
Bill Neely,
Your Creative Drive Shall Forever Be
Remembered on Our Pages

Mon-Fri 7to 7

Sat 8to 5

Sun 12 to 4

2626 Georgia Avenue N.W.
(Aaoss tho""" b Hom Uniwisicy)

(202) 265-9080

TRAVEL

